mirror lake. football season. mcpherson. cabs
buses. the rapper. high street. chipotle. the
student union. ohio stadium. the rpac. scott
labs. pre-gaming. lincoln and morrill tower.
the lantern. jimmy johns. olentangy river
road. french fieldhouse. ice rink. the sel. the
oval. karen holbrook. squirrels. apollos. weird
roommates. intramurals. dr lats. all-nighters.
starbucks. good grades. not-so-good-grades.
confused freshmen. super-seniors. wexner
center. buckeye trees. welcome week. bad
campus parking. archie griffin. gateway center. popped collars. ipods. facebook junkies.
concerts at the newport. dorm room food.
carmen ohio. expensive books. new friends.
old friends. red bull and vault. northface jackets. beat michigan week. block-o. greek life.
script ohio. oxley library. chem 121 TAs.
microfridges. late night fire alarms. co-ed
dorms. woodys. units. lane avenue. hooka
bars. tailgating. feeding the ducks at mirror
lake. michigan rivalry. medical center. cosi.
student organizations. ouab events. high
street at night. student government campaigns. jumping into the freezing cold mirror
lake thursday night. student involvement fairs.
scarlet and grey. younkin success center. the
numbers garden. coffee. scarves and gloves.
rubbing oxley's nose before exams. the asian
yum-yum. smelly roommates. creepy janitors.
basketball games. hang on sloopy. laying out
on the oval spring quarter. sbx, ubx, college
town. everyone starting off college as premed. osu gear. general education courses.
broom ball. bikers vs drivers. counselors
you probably never met. homecoming week.
blood drives. transfer students. 4 kegs. losing your buckid. campus grind. dudes with
dogs. girls that talk to dudes with dogs. ultimate frisbee. getting hit in the head by frisbees. sunglasses. buckeye mart. big free concert. late night in columbus. alumni. little sibs
weekend. buckeye necklaces. independence
hall. computer labs hidden in random buildings. hockey games. lennox. coke products.
makio yearbook. the varsity club. habitat for
humanity. muck fichigan. Indian american association. changing your major seven times.
enarson hall. no parking on football saturdays. u weekly. north market. arena district.
brothers. spring break. buckeye express.
burritos noches. students looking for 1053
in mcpherson. marketplace. first year experience. alumni weekend. convocation. getting
your car towed on street sweeping mornings.
mad mex. chalking and flyering. kiosks. don't
feed the mirror lake ducks. brutus buckeye.
boss hotdogs. the long walk. living learning
programs. cans on your yard in the morning.
fun TAs. falling asleep in class. projectors.
sugar and spice. almost getting run over by a
cota bus. slipping on ice in the winter. flooded
in high street. 209 W. 18th Ave. senior portraits. easton. polaris. long's sign. post office
lines. lofted beds. hitchcock 131. bnn emails.
snow day. cold buildings in winter. hot dorms
in spring. visitation groups. fall saturdays.
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night life

rapper

No one can avoid the lovable rhymes
of campus' number one vagrant. In
exchange for spare change, the rapper
offers his original mixes and unique
flavor.

open-

students

•

•

uc eye spin
Oh come let's sing Ohio's praise
And songs to Alma Mater raise
While our hearts rebounding thrill
With joy which death alone can still
Summer's heat or winter's cold
The seasons pass the years will roll
Time and change will surely show
How firm thy friendship ...

OHIO!
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in the
dorms:
Dorm residents often studied
in the comfort of their own
home. Dorms like Houck
House on Curl Drive had
their own study areas available for student use at all
hours.

hittingthebooks

the set:

starbucks:

Located on West 18th Avenue, the Science and Engineering Libarary was the
only library that stayed open 24 hours
a day. The SEL also housed the Digital
Union, which gave students access to
technology for school projects.

The famous chain was a popular site
for both studying and relaxing. With
over 30 varieties of coffee, Starbucks
was an excellent choice for those who
needed a little pick-me-up during long
hours of studying.

With the renovation of Thompson library well under way, students began the search for the next
best place to study. Although the Ackerman library served as a sufficient substitute, many opted
to stay on campus and find their own places to get their work done.
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FOOD MADE FRESH 24,,

the dorms

the rpac

campus grind

onuts

Located on High Street,
this shop offers a variety
of pasteries and coffee,
as well as sandwiches,
salads, and sides. More
importantly, it's open
24/7.

wheretoeat
opening

lip

campus events. the big
free concert. involvement.
leadership. little sibs weekend. making a difference on
campus. may week. friendship. service opportunities.
school spirit. ouab events.
alternative spring breaks.
flicks for free. greek week.
john stewart on campus.
study abroad programs.
welcome week events.
world's largest pillow fight
attempt, osu style. bleeding scarlet and grey. jumping in mirror lake. african
american heritage festival.
saying goodbye to woody'.
Borat's pep rally that almost was. goodbye karen
holbrook. beat michigan
blood drive. mlk day of
service. community commitment. being a part of
the ohio state community.
annual events and new
ones. matt couch and his
800 student organizations.
oxley library. farewell, student union. "where is the
akerman library?". campus
events. the big free concert.
involvement. leadership.
little sibs weekend. making a difference on campus.
may week. friendship. service opportunities. school
spirit. ouab events. alternative spring breaks. flicks
for free. greek week. john
stewart on campus. study
abroad programs. welcome
week events. world's largest pillow fight attempt, osu
style. bleeding scarlet and
grey. jumping in mirror - 4111*
lake. african american heritage festival. saying goodbye to woody. Borat's pep
rally that almost was. goodbye karen holbrook. beat
michigan blood driVe. mlk
day of service. community
commitment. being a part
of the ohio state community. annual events and new
ones. matt couch and his
800 student organizations.
r oxley library. farewell, student union. "where is the
akerman library?". campus
events. the big free concert.
involvement. leadership.
little sibs weekend. jumping in mirror lake. african
american heritage festival.
saying goodbye to woody.
oxley library. farewell, student union.

student afe

Nausea, excitement, anxiousness...oh and did I mention nausea? It is the first day of
the est years of your life," and how would you feel? Fortunately for the anxiety-ridden freshman, they could rely on the comforting blanket, known more commonly as Welcome Week,
laid out before the start of classes. This is a week that is fully equipped to make the new students of Ohio State involved, comfortable, and knowledgeable about the University. Kicking
off the week was a time honored tradition known as Convocation, one of the only two events
in which the entire class is present. Speakers and guests included President Karen Holbrook,
Assistant Vice President of Undergraduate Admissions Mabel Freeman, Undergraduate Student Government President Ryan Fournier, deans and professors from every college within
the University, University Ambassadors, and Orientation Leaders. The students were a bit
star stuck to hear from the OSU varsity basketball coach Thad Matta and the President of the
Alumni Association, two time Heisman trophy winner, Archie Griffin. First year student Chanel Frazier notes, "Sitting in St. John's Arena with my fellow classmates of 2010 helped me to
recognize that this is the start of something incredible. It made me stop and think, 'Wait! I'm
in college!"
After receiving Ohio State disposable cameras to capture their first days on campus,
students shuffled to the Ohio Stadium where their images were amplified on a screen inside
the stadium whose size equals the measurements of a regulation basketball court. Following
a walk through the stadium, students were let loose on the Oval to learn about the 800 or so
clubs and activities offered on campus. The rest of the week included events to spark a wide
range of interests from a day of volunteering through Community Commitment to an attempt
at the world's largest pillow fight. The week was topped off with an amazing free concert on the
South Oval sponsored by the Ohio Union Activities Board. Artists included Copeland, Saving
Jane, Jack's Mannequin, and Rhianna. First year student Amanda Mann commented, "The
concert provided a lot of different genres of music. There was something that everyone could
enjoy. I came to find that at OSU there's also something for everyone to enjoy. Not only are
the classes diverse but activities and diversity occur all over our student body."
Story by Courtney Banks

For one week every year Ohio State, students, professors, and alumni alike,
gather to celebrate our university with fun events that raise school spirit and
follow buckeye traditions.
A Buckeye is someone who is dedicated to their school, regardless of the
number of games or titles won. A Buckeye is someone who occasionally stops
in the middle of the Oval, overcome by that feeling of amazement that campus has to give. A Buckeye is someone who is proud to say, "Yes, I go to THE
Ohio State University." Homecoming week is meant to highlight the best of
being "a Buckeye."
Homecoming week kicked off on Sunday, October 22, with The First Annual World Series of Rock, Paper, Scissors, which attempted a Guinness World
Record for the world's largest RPS tournament. There also was the American
Red Cross Blood Drive which was held at various locations throughout campus, such as the Ohio Union and student dormitories. Homecoming week also
brought, festival-like activities such as Buckeye Cornhole Tournament, a carnival, and the Stefanie Spielman Breast Cancer Foundation 5K Race
As the week moved on, aniticpation built up to a staple in the annual homecoming festivities, the Homecoming Parade. More than 100 student organization floats, the Ohio State Marching Band, the 2006 Homecoming Court, and
Brutus followed this year's grand marshal, Eddie George, down High Street
to the tailgate and pep rally. Although the streets were filled with puddles, as
the rain poured during the parade, the parade route was lined with current
students, staff, alumni and Buckeye fans of all ages.
During the Homecoming football game, the number one ranked Buckeyes
took on the Minnesota Gophers. Before kick off, Michael Starr and Stephanie Wiseman were crowned homecoming king and queen. With fans cheering
them on to victory, the Buckeye football team defeated Minnesota 44-0, the
first shut out of the season.
Story by Elizabeth Loker

comerainorshine
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abalancing act
With their powerful combination of athletics and
enthusiam, the Ohio State Cheerleaders help the
school spirit of students and fans.

"Ohio State Cheerleaders are great ambassadors for the
Department of Athletics, the University, and the Columbus community," stated Head Coach Judy Bunting about her 2006-2007
squad. Finishing eleventh out of eighteen college teams in the
2005-2006 UCA college nationals not only was an experience of
a lifetime, but also a learning opportunity for the participants.
"Cheering for Ohio State at Nationals was one of the most amazing and exhilarating things I have ever accomplished," stated
sophomore Joel McClendon. Tryouts for the upcoming season
did not exist, as the coaches and staff personally selected cheerleaders from a group of students who were interested in cheering on the Buckeyes. Straying from the stereotypical vision of
straight skirts and competition cheering and focusing on the act of
cheering, Ohio State is still traditional in its ways, with the ability
to still be unique.
With summer ending approximately one month early for
these Buckeyes, two-a-days could commence, bringing a grueling
day to day schedule, leaving the squad physically exhausted by the
weekend. First year student Joey Orizczak commented, "I never
thought that I could actually form such a fast connection with a
wide variety of people in a short amount of time. I realized that
they are not just teammates, but they are peers, teachers, friends,
and most importantly, like a family." With spending every other
weekday lifting or practicing, and the weekends at functions and
sporting events, much bonding occurs. "It is just amazing to have

t u de n t Cife

come in knowing no one at Ohio State to developing into a family away from home. I'm going to be leaving OSU with the best
friends and family a person could ask for," recalls senior Tina
Meier.
Cheering football is one of the many sporting events, activities and functions that the squad brings school spirit to. Not
every cheerleader can cheer football games, only those with the seniority, the partnering skills, and the tumbling skills are given the
chance. Sophomore Bill Ashley said, "So many new opportunities
were given to me compared to my freshman year, such as cheering football games and traveling to Illinois to cheer on the team."
When football season ends, men's and women's basketball games
keep these Buckeyes in shape for the Nationals competition come
January. Like other Ohio State sports, practice does not stop and
becomes increasingly intense, especially for those sixteen who will
attend the 2006-2007 Nationals in Orlando, Florida. Christina
Hartley, junior, reminisced, "It has been great being a part of this
year's squad and a part of a program that allows me to represent
the university in such a positive and rewarding role." Whoever
said that cheerleading was not a sport, most certainly never participated in this intense physical demonstration of flexibility and
strength.
Story by Rachael Zinn'
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Mirror LaRe: on
the Thursday night
before the big game,
devoted fans brave
the cold and take the
plunge for good luck.
Although the exact origins of this tradition are unknown, jumping
in Mirror Lake Hollow started as early as
1902.

The Pep Rally: To kick
off the much anticipated game, a pep rally
was held on Monday.
Speakers included Eddie George and Chris
Spielman shared their
experiences with the
rivalry, while current
players helped spread
their excitement for the
big game.
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Why Muck Fichigan? Why not
Tuck Fexas or Puck Fenn State?
The rivalry between OSU and
Michigan has been named one
of the "Top 10 Greatest Sports
Rivalries" according to ESPN.
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beat michiga
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Cancer Awarness: During Beat
Michigan Week dermatologist
conducted screening for skin cancer.
This nation wide tour was a joint
effort between Doak Dermatologics
and the Skin Cancer Foundation.

The Best Fans: An
Ohio State and Michigan fan pose for pictures before kickoff.
Many fans arrived to
campus early so they
could catch a glimpse
of the ESPN Gameday
commentators and
cameras.
On the Field: Fans rush the field
after Ohio State defeats rival
Michigan 42-39 securing the
Buckeyes spot in the bow for the
National Championship .

Here at Ohio State, we devote an entire week to beating
`That School Up North.' The week consisted of many events that
made it onto the agenda of students, such as a corn hole tournament, craft night, barbeque dinner and a pep rally. A weeklong
blood drive gave students an opportunity to BEAT MICHIGAN
at another thing than football. One of the most anticipated events
took place on Thursday night, when students carried on the tradition of jumping in Mirror Lake. The tradition began as early as
1902 when freshman were thrown in by upperclassmen during a
school spirit week called "May Week." The tradition continued
until about 1960 when the university began to have a bonfire before the Michigan game, ending with the marching band splitting
up to march all over campus. The band would pick up students
along the way and lead them to Mirror Lake where they jumped
in together. Despite the freezing temperature this year, thousands
of students came to make their jumps together screaming "0-HI-0!" confident that OSU would beat Michigan on the upcoming
Saturday afternoon. Scarlet Fever overtook campus and the anticipation of the game could be seen everywhere with OSU apparel,
flags and face paint.
Why so much excitement for one football game? History
provides two explanations, one tracing back to 1803, when the
"Toledo War" began and lasted over 50 years. The city of Toledo
originated on the map of Michigan, but Ohio was determined
to win that land, and sure enough Ohio did. With the help of

26studentilljill

the Compromise of 1880, Michigan was forced to hand over the
Toledo strip to Ohio in order to be formally considered a true
state in America. Who knew that this dispute would be the first to
spark a rivalry that would continue over 200 years later?
The second explanation for the intense rivalry began in
1922, when the Ohio Stadium opened and Michigan squelched
Ohio's excitement by beating OSU 22-0. Since 1935, both teams
faced each other as the last game of the season, often determining who would be the winner of the Big Ten or go to a specific
bowl game. The rivalry truly heated up when Bo Schembechler
left OSU to coach Michigan and upset Woody Hayes' 22 game
winning streak and his number one ranked team's season. The
feud continued, as each team would ruin the other's undefeated
seasons time after time.
Coach Jim Tressel entered the 2006 rivalry with a 4-1 record over Lloyd Carr, Michigan's head coach. With OSU ranked
number one from the start of the season and Michigan working
its way to the number two ranking, not only was the national
championship on the line, but so was the expectation that this
would be " the game of the millennium." Beat Michigan Week
provided buckeye spirit and encouragement for OSU to BEAT
MICHIGAN once again and will continue to for years to come.
Story by Christina Wetzel
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Charging Across
the Field
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The Ohio State Marching Band has been a cornerstone of Ohio
State culture since its beginnings in the 1870s. Before there were
numerous traditions in the Ohio State Marching Band, TBDBITL
had to go through many changes and processes to build its reputation. The band started with a twelve-piece fife and drums corps in
1878. By the following year it had moved to a sixteen-piece. The
band did not include women until 1973. In 1976 one of the last
changes was made, putting a standard of 225 members to the band
each year. Students of all ranks join ., with majors ranging from
aviation to zoology, only twenty percent of the band members are
music majors.
Along with the pre-game ramp entrance, is the most identifiable tradition: the incomparable SCRIPT OHIO. The script is an
integrated series of formations, gracefully forming the letters 0,

H, I, 0. With SCRIPT OHIO, comes the tradition of the dotting
of the "I." Traditionally a fourth year sousaphone member of
the band will dot the "I". Every so often, prominent individuals
that are not sousaphone players in the band are given a special
invitation to dot the "I." Honorary "I" dotters include comedian
Bob Hope, the great Ohio State football coach Woody Hayes and
famous golfer Jack Nicklaus in 2006.
The Ohio State Marching Band creates a vibe that gets the whole
crowd cheering and singing along to every note. Their music and
performances are truly unique and the inspiration of the spirit of
the best fans in the land.
Story by Alex Veeley

pe s,

Drum Major: A staple in
Script Ohio is the back
bend preformed by the
drum major. The Drum
Major for the 2006 Football Season was sophomore
Stewart Kitchen from
Kenton, Ohio.

marching hand-all

Ohio Union Activities Board Presents:

Events For Your Entertainment
With the additon of the student activity fee came concerts, speakers, and lots of
fun to Ohio State students. All of OUAB's events are free to students as the funds
come from the Student Activity Fee, paid each quarter by every student. The
events are ran from the Student Affairs Department, more specifcally from the
Ohio Union Staff. Within the Ohio Union staff is an organization of students and
staff who work on booking events for students.
The Ohio Union Activities Board (OUAB) is responsible for most big name
concerts, lectures, comedians and early screenings of box office hits featured on
campus. During the 2006-2007 school year comedian Carlos Mencia, best known
from his Comedy Central show Mind ofMencia, and a lecture from Bill Nye,
from Bill Nye the Science Guy a science related show for that ran from 19921998.
OUAB also offers concerts and screenings of current movies. Rather than students being stuck in the residence halls or crowded in bars, they have the option to
be stuffed into the Newport to see bands like Taking Back Sunday or The Wreckers. They can also sit in comfortable seating and watch movies just out of theatres,
like The Departed or get some comedic relief from the Will Ferrell hit, Talladega
Nights.
Story by Courtney Banks
• 1,

While in Europe, Midle visited
the famous Colosseum in Rome.

stud yabro
Located in 40 countries, Ohio State offers more than 100 study abroad programs. These opportunities are not just
offered to students concentrating in foreign language; any interested student can participate in this experience of a
lifetime. Students can study abroad any quarter, and can earn class credit while abroad. The amount of time spent
abroad depends on the program. Before graduation, approximately 13% of Ohio State students participate in a
program. Many departments, such as theater, offer major specific programs for students and many organizations
offer groups for students to study abroad with, such as Honors and Scholars.
In the summer of 2006, senior Tom Midle attended Damascus University in Damascus, Syria as part of
a study abroad program. As an Arabic minor, the program allowed Midle to further his language skills by conversing with native speakers, while also learning more about the culture. During his time there, he also traveled
over the whole country of Syria, as well as neighboring Lebanon. Although hostilities in Lebanon eventually cut
his program short, Midle used the opportunity to extend his travels to Jordan, Egypt, Turkey, and Greece. "I had
originally planned on traveling Europe after my study abroad so after Greece I continued on to the rest of Europe
on my planned itinerary and saw the following countries: Italy, Austria, Hungary, Czech. Republic, Germany,
Switzerland, France, Belgium, Netherlands, and England," he stated. "I enjoyed every minute of every day while
abroad. I have stories to tell for the rest of my life because of all of the amazing memories that I have."
Because of his experiences, Midle recognizes the value study abroad programs can have on those who
participate. He explained, "Study abroad is important for college students for because it is a once in a lifetime
experience. The cultural experiences you incur, along with the places you see and the people you meet are things
that will stick with you for the rest of your life. In my opinion, classroom learning is only a secondary benefit of
studying abroad."
Story by Rachel Ewing and Tori Steinbach

Midle takes a break from his studies
and visits Baalbek, Lebanon. After
his program ended, he visited Europe
and went canyoning near Interlaken
Switzerland.
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little sibs weekend

Little Sibs Weekend once again returned to
campus in May as hundreds of sisters, brothers, cousins, and friends of Ohio State students visited campus. Sponsored by the Parent Association, the weekend gave students
a chance to share OSU life with their young
family and friends and included dozens of
different games and activities. The Student
Alumni Council held the Laugh Olympics
Carnival on the South Oval, which featured
carnival games, pie tossing, sack races and
face painting. The fun lasted long into the
night, and on Saturday students and guests
enjoyed a bonfire and roasted smores while
telling ghost stories.

34 student life

The theme of this year's 29th Annual African American Heritage Festival was "Mzizi:
Many Roots, One Tree." Mzizi, swahili for
"root," stressed the importance of remembering where you come from to better know
where you are going. The festival was kicked
off on April 28th with an afternoon of music,
dancing, food, and entertainment, and ended
on May 5th with the 20th Annual NPHC
Step Show. The step show, a fusion of traditional and contemporary dance, highlighted
the many talents of the greek community and
showcases their many hours of hard work
and dedication to the OSU community.

may week

35

bi free concert

May Week is one of the best times to be an
OSU student. With over 200 events, students enjoyed the celebration of Spring and
the end of the school year. Some of the highlights included: free breakfast and drinks
passed out as students walked to class, a
picnic of hot dogs and ice cream held on the
South Oval, and the class ring ceremony that
included the popular Archie Griffin. The
week was presented by the Student-Alumni
Council with the help of countless student
organizations and local businesses.

36 student life

On May 24th, the OUAB's Big Free Concert was held at the Schottenstein Center. The concert,
which was open to OSU students only, featured Twista, Ludacris, and Wylcef Jean. Although in
the past the event was always held outdoors, the increasing popularity of the concert forced the
move to the Schott to accommodate the large number of students wishing to see the show.

may week and big free concert
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Students said farewell
to a much visited OSU
building, the William
Oxley Thompson Main
Library.

On September 17, 2006, the
students of OSU had to say goodbye to the
current William Oxley Thompson Main Library, a structure that has become an iconic
campus landmark and has been used by
many generations of Buckeyes. Built on the
western edge of the Oval in 1913, the Main
Library has continuously grown along with
the population of students attending OSU
and their intellectual needs. This growth has
now culminated in the university's plans
for a major renovation that is due to start in
2006 and will be completed by the Fall of
2009. Those who will miss the old library
can be assured that President Holbrook and

the Board of Trustees "are deeply committed
to restoring this great facility to its original
beauty and functionality while modernizing
its infrastructure and adding state-of-the-art
digital resources and services to support
teaching and learning." Therefore, in 2009,
students will be provided with a new and
improved center of knowledge, while still
being able to hold on to the remnants of the
past beloved structure.

11111•

the end

of aner a

On October 1, 2002, Karen Holbrook became the thirteenth president of The Ohio State University. Now, after five years of dedication to this institution, Holbrook will end her tenure with her
resignation on June 30th. As we prepare to say goodbye to our president, we must take a look
back at all that has been accomplished during her tenure and her efforts to help OSU recognize
its greatness. As Holbrook put it in her 2006 State of the University Address, "When I came to
Ohio State in 2002, I frequently observed that I had worked at good universities that thought they
were great, but that Ohio State was a great university that thought it was good."
In order to help others come to this same realization, Holbrook has implemented strategies
that include improving disciplinary programs in order to create greater interdisciplinary programs,
fortifying the connection between community and university through partnerships and outreach
programs, rewarding faculty and staff competitively, improving the undergraduate experience,
better serving low-income students to make the university more accessible, and improving fund
raising. Fortunately, many of these strategies have met with success, as is made evident by the
university's improved statistics.
As stated in her 2006 State of the University Address, money earned by faculty in research
awards has jumped from $426 million in 2002 to $652 million in 2006, placing Ohio State in
eighth place when it comes to public university research expenditures. Also, Holbrook's fight to
provide better opportunities for undergraduate research has led to the formation of the Undergraduate Research Office and more than doubling the participation in the Denman Undergraduate
Research Forum. Along with this, she has also helped to increase participation in study abroad
opportunities by five percent.
Holbrook is most notably associated with the acceptance of freshmen classes with higher
ACT scores and increasing academic excellence. Ohio State has had its best first-year class for
twelve years in a row with an average ACT score of 26.4 and 45 percent of the freshman ranked
in the top ten percent of their high school class. The increasing intelligence of the incoming class
has also been met with higher graduation and freshmen-sophomore retention rates. Holbrook put
it best when she said, "We are truly a destination institution, not the 'safe' school we were once
considered to be."
With all that Holbrook has accomplished in the past five years, she has left her mark on this
university, as she will continue to do through the Karen A. Holbrook Fund. This fund was set up in
honor of her contributions to the school and will go towards supporting undergraduate research
and scholarships for students wishing to study abroad.
Story by Rachel Zinni

the o hiounion
:The faithful, 56 year old, centrally located Union had a good run but it was definitely time for
a revamp when plans for a new Union started rolling in 2004. In 2005, the Ohio Union planning team
roundA"up students in different organizations to visit ten student unions around the country, choosing
what they thought our new Union could and couldn't use. The Planning Team took this valuable information and turned it over to the hands of the architecture firm Michael Dennis and Associates along
with the on-site assistance of the Columbus based firm, Moody Nolan. The architects also got to meet in
one-on-one planning sessions with eight student representatives from OSU's three student governments,
the Multicultural Center, the Council on Student Affairs, the Ohio Union Council, the Board of Trustees,
and the Ohio Union Activities Board.
This influence proves that the new Union will be a very student focused center. The Union is
much more than just a building. Students who dedicate their time to the betterment of OSU, spent large
chunks of their life in the Union, some even slept over night when working on projects or events. Of
course the Union will always have a place in their hearts. "I've decided to accept and embrace my fate as
a member of the last group of students who get to use the 'old' Union," Jacob McKim, OUAB President
comments.
Upon it's completion in 2010, the new Union won't erase the memories and spirit of the old
Union. When demolition began in February 2007, the original Union didn't all come down. Pieces of
the Union were preserved and sent away to be fixed and updated and will reappear in the new Union.
In order to keep the memory, history and love for the Union alive an amazing 1950's themed banquet
was held in the Main Ballrooms of the Union. Members of the student organizations that use the Union
everyday were invited to join in the experience as each of the students and faculty were taken back in
time with 50's music, photos and even McDonald's milkshakes and apple pies to relive the days when a
McDonalds was in the Union's food court. All of the guests received a commemorative plate that had a
picture of the Union and in the Buckeye spirit, Block O's. Matt Couch, the Assistant Director of the Ohio
Union, explained, " I've spent a lot of time reflecting about my own great memories of the Ohio Union,
but all of the fanfare surrounding the closure of the building has reminded me that we're all part of a
much larger phenomenon here. Getting the chance to talk to so many alumni and friends of the Ohio
Union for whom this place has meant so much for 56 years has become my new favorite memory."
Story by Courtney Banks

In my ten years on the Union staff my favorite
memories have been those moments when
students have shared pure excitement with
each other. BuckeyeThon, the Saved by the
Bell Cast Reunion, James Earl Jones, Kurt
Vonnegut, sorority bid days, and Coach
Tressel's welcome rally come to mind, but
there have been countless others. The Ohio
Union has meant so much to so many.
— Matt Couch, Assistant Director of the Ohio Union

42studentimil

I consider myself lucky to work here knowing
that the Ohio Union is such a vital part to
students and the university. I know that years
from now when I bring my children to the new
Ohio Union I will tell them about the first
student union that stood at this spot.

— Bethany Hobbs, Ohio Union Accountant

Facts on Commencements at Ohio State:
Both the Autumn and Winter ceremonies
were held in St. John Arena. The Spring
ceremony was held in Ohio Stadium.
Spring Commencement had a total of
7,916 degrees and certificates awarded.
Winter Commencement awarded 1,882
certificates and degrees. Autumn Commencement awarded 2,098 degrees and
certificates. Each candidate for a degree
from Ohio State dresses in the official
graduation attire, which includes a motarboard with the tassel color representing
their specific degree.
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The 42nd President
of the United States,
William J. Clinton, encourages graduates to
focus on the changing
world during his commencement address.
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or Ci e
ncer survivors and their
milies take the first lap at the
American Cancer Society's annual Relay for Life. The OSU
site raised over S100,000 for the
ch arity.

Students across campus step
up and help others by getting involved with a variety
of service projects throughout the year.

H A 1\1
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reCay for fife
Many student organizations created teams and
participated in Relay for Life held at Fred Beekman Park in May, including Phi Sigma Pi, an
honors co-ed fraternity. Teams camped out during the 24 hour event and signed up for a number
of games and activities, including a popular pie
eating contest. Like many other teams, the fraternity also sold baked goods to raise money for the
American Cancer Society.

yin-wheels for yrevention
In April, 3,622 colorful pinwheels decorated the
grass of the oval. The pinwheels represented half
the reported child abuse cases in Franklin County
in 2005. For one dollar, students could sponsor
one of the pinwheels to prevent child abuse in
Ohio. The Pinwheels for Prevention campaign is
working to raise awareness of child abuse while
also encouraging the public to prevent neglect and
abuse from happening in the first place.

the homecoming bCood drive
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During homecoming week students were encouraged to donate
blood to the Red Cross. Throughout the year, blood drives were
held to combat the shortages of
blood in America.

"It is estimated that 1 in every 250 college students has
acquired the virus, whether they know they have it or not."

silence slicks:
the
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, over one million people in the United States were
living with HIV/AIDS at the end of 2003. Of these individuals, 24-27% were unaware of their infection. With
HIV becoming a serious worldwide problem, a number of
organizations are trying to combat the spread of this epidemic. On December 1st, the Ohio Union and the Students
Engaged in Responsible Volunteerism (SERV) Team sponsored the first Red Party at OSU as the concluding event for
World AIDS week. Other student groups such as Students
for Camp Heartland and the ONE campaign, also helped
with the event.
The idea and planning for the Red Party came from
students Andrew Cronacher and Nicole Staples. As Staples
explained, "It is important for college students to be aware
of this epidemic because college aged students are now the
most effected group. The epidemic is quickly spreading
and we need to be conscious of the efforts we are making to
prevent it."
Megan Wolfe, who teaches an AIDS course in the
Edu Paes department at OSU, also stresses the importance
of HIV prevention strategies for college students. She explains, "It is very important that college students be made
aware of HIV/AIDS because college students are a population at-risk for contracting not only sexually transmitted
infections, but namely HIV. HIV is the virus that causes

party

AIDS, and currently there are over 30,000 reported HIV
cases in the college-age population. It is estimated that 1 in
every 250 college students has acquired the virus, whether
they know they have it or not."
Because a cure or vaccine for AIDS has yet to be
discovered, education is the best way to prevent HIV infection. "People need to be educated on the many options that
exist, such as using male and female condoms, which help
protect sharing bodily fluids in sexually active partners,"
Wolfe stated. "Young people especially, including college
students, need to be educated on certain life skills, which
help them make healthy decisions. These life skills might
include partner negotiation skills, learning about the relationship between alcohol and sex, and utilizing social support to make the right decisions."
The Red Party ticket sales helped raise over $500,
which was donated to the Columbus AIDS Task Force.
University catering provided free food and desserts. There
was also free entertainment provided by Off The Lake Productions (OTL), and free raffles were provided by various
attractions in Columbus, attendees also participated in the
construction of the first OSU AIDS quilt. The event helped
the Ohio State community not just by raising money, but
also by raising awareness about this growing epidemic.
Story by Tori Steinbach
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Liam Cronin, Kristin
Green, and Patrick Stengle
enjoy the festivities.

5 Os tu de n t

the department of evolution,
ecology, and oiganismal biology. psychology 100 research.
staying up all night to write a
paper about a book you haven't
read yet. professors that you
can't always understand. libraries. the denman undergraduate
research forum. the design
department. mcats. walking
to the med center from north
campus. huge lecture halls.
costumes and makeup. psychology experiments.
long
papers. research facilities. all
nighters. projects. evaluations.
the theatre department. collections of specimens. english majors. the athletic training department. the museum of biological
diversity. osu theatre presents
haft. chemical engineering.
the department of linguistics.
faculty research. running to
class to be on time. sitting on
benches and eating lunch between classes. becoming good
friends with coffee and red bull.
student involvement. catching
up on your lantern reading during large lectures. marketing.
Isats. the biological sciences
library. rubbing oxley's head
before finals. pre-vet. communication. industi ial engineering.
dr. tatz. robots. biomedical
informatics. skipping class.
studying climate change. college of veterinary medicine.
studying different languages.
coffee at the biological science
library. art. technology. college
of dance. pre-med. science
majors. coffee at mcpherson
between classes. gres. professors that make you fall asleep.
arabic. political science. sociology. minors that have nothing
to do with your major. international studies. taking random
edu paes classes. professors
that wake you up when you fall
asleep. double majors. mdterms. agriculture. the science
and engineering library. spilling 4iik
unknowns in chemistry labs
celeste. research. undecided.
theatre 100 group projects.
pre-law. criminology. sign language. forest, fisheries, and
wildlife majors. industrial design. molecular genetics. finishing your senior thesis. switching majors. music theory. finals
week. gecs that are harder
than major courses. women's
studies. textiles and clothing.
graduating with honors. waking up just in time for your final.
buckids. freezing buildings.
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osu theatre presents:
Every year the theatre department at The Ohio State University chooses their season
based on input from the staff, faculty, and students, as well as shows that will be popular with a larger audience. However, they also choose shows that are culturally significant to the world we live in today. "Hair" is a perfect example of these criteria.
First performed in 1967, "Hair" was written in response to the Vietnam War
occurring at the time. The musical fallows "The Tribe," a group of politically active
New York hippies living anyway they can while, at the same time, avoiding the draft.
The show was envisioned and initially directed by faculty member Mandy Fox, then
Guest Directed by Steven C. Anderson. The cast consisted of eighteen OSU students,
seven of them Masters of Fine Arts students. The set and costumes designed by Dan
Gray and Kristine Kearney were a wild display of nostalgic bright colors.
Although the majority of the cast was born after the decade "Hair" is set in,
many saw it as a fantastic opportunity. Tribe member Danny Ferguson confirmed, "I
loved every second of 'Hair.' It's something that I didn't get to experience growing up.
So [during the show] I was learning every second."
Although "Hair" dealt expressly with the Vietnam War, the story and music
shares strange parallels with the world we live in today. The song Three-Five-Zero-Zero
sends out a strong anti-war message with, "It's a dirty little war. Three Five Zero Zero.
Take weapons up and begin to kill." Ferguson states, "The decades are connected by
the people taking a stance, just like with the war today there are protests and activists
out there speaking for the people who cannot."
Along with the serious message "Hair" puts across, there are also its fun and
carefree moments. Most people familiar with popular culture know its most famous
songs, 'Aquarius' and let the Sunshine In' made popular by television and movies
from more recent years.
Where most theatre fails, "Hair" succeeds at balancing the amount of political
commentary with its lighthearted moments. An audience member would go to either
learn something about the sixties or relive a decade that had as many twists and turns
as a roller coaster.
Story by Kyle Jepson
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Although the Museum of Biological Diversity is an often overlooked building at Ohio
State, the facility is an important part of
the university's research community. The
museum is part of the College of Biological Sciences, and the departments of Entomology and Evolution, Ecology, and
Organismal Biology. An immense variety
of preserved specimens are housed at the
builiding, giving researchers the opporunity to study different organisms in depth.
These large collections also allow them to
compare the evolutionary relationships between the taxa.
The collections are divided into five
primary groups. The Acarology Laboratory houses 150,000 identified specimens
of ticks and mites, while the Entomology
collections contain over 3.5 million specimens. The Zoology unit is further divided
into Bivalve Mollusks, Crustaceans, Fishes, Gastropods, Higher Vertebrates, and
Parasitic Worms. For those interested in

botany, the Herbarium features around
500,000 specimens, as well as a large collection of books.
A unique part of the musuem is the Borror Laboratory of Bioacoustics, which has
one of the best collections of animal sounds
in the US. The lab primarily contains recordings of birds and arthropods, but also
has recordings of mammals, amphibians,
fish, and reptiles.
Although the museum is not usually open
to the public, faculty, staff, and graduate
students are allowed to use the facility for
the development of research. Undergraduate students occasionally get the opporunity to use the museum; Dr. John Harder's
Mammalogy (EEOB 661) class took a field
trip to the museum, and many students
used the collections of Ohio mammals to
develop their final research projects.
Story by Tori Steinbach
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354 students from a variety of academic fields
participated in the 12th
annual Denman Undergraduate Research Forum on May 16th. Participants presented their
projects to judges, and
44 awards were given
out to the researchers.
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design

department
Ohio State's design department is one
of the smallest and most selective academic areas on campus. Admitting
less than twenty students to each of its
three majors per year, an intense entrance exam takes place during each
winter break. After completing the
general portion of the exam, students
must complete a major-specific design
problem in visual communication, interior, or industrial design. Once accepted into the program, students take
two quarters of general design classes
geared toward visual literacy and the
innovative process.
After mastering the basics, students
branch off into their respective majors
and explore the processes associated
with their fields. Visual communication majors focus on graphic design
and layout, including website, advertising, interface, and packaging design.
Interior design students concentrate on
the architecture of rooms and human
interaction with space. Industrial design majors work on tools, consumer
products, and basic machines.

"One of the best features of this
department is the communal atmosphere. Students learn more from
experience and each other than from
formal instruction," explained Josh
McCarther, a second year industrial
design major. In their last quarter of
this four-year program, students complete a thesis project where their design skills are applied to a subject of
their own interest. At the end of each
spring quarter, the seniors exhibit their
work to the public, as well as to future
employers.
While there are few tests taken
or papers written during a student's
time in the design department, many
real-world design issues are addressed
through hands-on projects contracted
by companies like Procter & Gamble
and Black and Decker. Learning to
problem-solve and innovate in a variety of settings is what will make these
students successful as future designers.
Story by Lindsay Rego

itisign department
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With classes ranging from Conservation Biology,
Extinction, Animal Physiology, Endocrinology,
and Ornithology, the Department of Evolution,
Ecology, and Organismal Biology offers a strong
and area-specific program to its students.
The Department of Evolution, Ecology and
Organismal Biology offers about seventy
courses each quarter and two undergraduate
programs; Evolution and Ecology along with
Zoology. The department is proud
of its strong honors
program and the
constant research
being conducted
by undergraduate
students. "The students benefit from
the many resources
offered to them,"
stated Professor
and Department
Chair, Dr. Peter
Curtis. Students in
EEOB get do work
all over campus, in
Ohio and in study
abroad trips. Lots
of undergraduate
research is done at
the Aquatic Ecology Lab on West Campus
where students study the management of
reservoirs and streams.
Also located on West Campus, the
Museum of Biological Diversity is a great
resource for students. The study of plant
evolution can be done at the herbarium; the

62acadon111111111

museum encompasses a world famous collection of fish and mollusks, which gives the
students the means to help freshwater conservation. The students of the EEOB Department can even be found working at the
Columbus Zoo or attending a summer program offered on Gibraltar Island on Lake
Erie.
Additionally, each week the department
hosts a seminar as a part of their EEOB
colloquium series. "The seminars are usually packed and are open to all students in
ecology classes," Curtis comments, "It's an
important and great resource for students
to gain from." Students that graduate with
a major in Evolution and Ecology have the
ability to work as pharmaceutical or biological researchers, or often choose to move on
to earn a degree in the medicine field.
With a major in Zoology students
must have a love for animals but can also
go on and earn a degree in the biological sciences or choose this major before moving
on to medical school. The Department of
Evolution, Ecology and Organismal Biology
provides great faculty, facilities and opportunities for students at OSU to get the best
experience they can during their time here.
Story by Christina Wetzel

Students dissect in EEOB
405.02, a lab focusing on
animal diversity. As part of
the class, students dissected
a varity of organisms, including a squid, clam, lobster, and grasshopper.
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sororities.
and
fraternities
sense of communitu personal
cooks. leadership opportunities. all-nighters. rush events.
sisters and brothers for life.
raising money for charities.
community service projects.
volunteering. greekstock.
dodgeball. greek letters. commitment. intramural sports.
chapters. tutoring. multicultural
greek council. academic support. pledges bids. initiation.
rituals. panhellenic counsel.
long histories. house parties.
meeting lots of people. greek
week events all over campus.
alpha psi lambda. beta kappa
gamma. kappa phi lambda.
omega tau zeta. pi delta psi.
sigma epsilon phi. date nights.
acacia. dedications. nationals. bonds of brothel hood and
sisterhood. triangle. symbols.
formal recruitment. chapter
standards. fireman's breakfast.
secret ceremonies. north-american interfraternity council. panhellic association. variety show.
recruitment. campus leaders.
alpha chi omega. alpha epsilon
phi alpha gamma delta. alpha
omicron pi. alpha phi. alpha xi
delta. chi omega. delta delta
delta. delta gamma. delta zeta.
kappa alpha theta. kappa delta.
kappa kappa gamma. phi sigma
rho. pi beta phi. greek god and
goddess competition. water
balloon toss, relay race, & pie
eating contest. risk management. jail n bail. budgets, dues,
fines. by-laws. monday nights.
alpha epsilon pi. alpha. gamma
rho. alpha gamma sigma. alpha
psi lambda. alpha sigma phi. alpha tau omega. alpha tau zeta.
beta kappa gamma. beta theta
pi. chi phi. delta chi. elta tau
delta. elta theta sigma. elta upsilon. evans scholars. iota phi
theta. kappa alpha psi. kappa
sigma. lambda chi alpha. omega psi phi. phi beta sigma. phi
delta theta. phi gamma delta.
phi kappa psi. phi kappa tau.
phi kappa theta. pi delta psi. pi
kappa alpha. pi kappa phi. sigma alpha epsilon. sigma alpha
mu. sigma chi. sigma epsilon
phi. sigma phi epsilon. sigma
pi tau kappa epsilon. theta
tau. theta xi. zeta beta tau. national philanthropy. greek life.
new member initiation. giving
blood. tug-o-war competition at
the french field house. iota phi
theta wins first place fraternity
team at the annual step-show.
delta sigma theta wins the sorority category.
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Alpha Gamma Delta
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Alpha Omega Pi
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Alpha Tau Omega
Alpha Phi

Alpha Omega Pi
Alpha Xi Delta
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Delta Gamma
Chi Omega

Delta Delta Delta
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Delta Theta Sigma

group photos
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Kappa Phi Lambda
Evans Scholars

Omega Tau Zeta
group photos

Kappa Kappa Gamma
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Phi Kappa Psi

Zeta Phi Beta

Phi Kappa Theta
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Late March and early April

— you.

inthenews

off/AVIII brought cold wet snow to Ohio

and many other states. Classes
were canceled on Valentine's
day and cold weather continued
through the Easter holiday.
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In May of 2007 stamps rose from 39 cents to 41 cents for first class
letter mailings. The United States Postal Service rolled out mailboxes that were covered to look like R2D2 the droid from the popular
Star Wars Movie Series.
The USPS also unveiled the "Forever Stamp." These stamps could
be purchased at the 41 cent price, and used as first-class postage
forever, regardless of future rise in cost.
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year in review

2007 marked the 45 anniversary of John Glenn's Friendship 7 flight, the
flight in which Glenn was the first person to ever orbit the Earth. Page
Hall at Ohio State had a temporary exhibit that featured memorable
of Glenn's. Page Hall is also home of the John Glenn Institute, which
houses the school of Public Affairs.

Changes at
0 io Stadium

year in review

Ohio Stadium saw it's share of changes during the
school year. With the demolition of the Ohio Union,
student organizations and offices were moved to 1961
Tuttle Park Place, the Ohio Stadium. The football field
got a face-lift, completed just in time for spring commencement, which included an Astroturf field.

Changes to the Capital City
and Around the State

The first Wendy's Restaurant closed on March 2, 2007. The restaurant was located in downtown Columbus,
located a few blocks from the State House. The company cited a culmination of reasons for the low sales
at this location, and subsequent closing. The site didn't not have a drive though, was located in downtown
(where parking is scarce), and the relocation of COSI in 1999 all contributed to the fall in business.
The restaurant was full of memorabilia paying homage to the chain and founder Dave Thomas. Dublin, Ohio
serves as the corporate headquarters for the chain. Wendys is famous for their 99 cent menu, frostys, and
square hamburger patties.

On November 7, 2006 Ohio Voters followed
the lead of Columbus and numerous other
cities in the state, and outlawed smoking in
public places. This law prohibits smoking
in public places and places of employment.
Many vendors are also required to post "No
Smoking" signs with violation report line
number.
States such as California, Alaska and Florida
have had smoking bans for years. Ohio was
the 15th state to implement a state-wide
ban. Other states to implement some sort
of a state-wide smoking ban in 2006 were:
Arkansas, Colorado, Nevada, and New
Jersey.

year in review

Ted Strickland became Ohio's new governor after defeating Republican
opponent Ken Blackwell. Previous Governor Robert A. Taft was unable to
run again due to term-limitation. Sticklands win came during the change of
powers to a Democrat Majority.
Strickland was a member of the House of Representatives prior to winning
the gubernatorial. Stickland has made education, the coal industry, and
health care as center issues for his term.

browning amphitheatre. giant
plants in the aronoff greenhouse. telescopes. target. underground tunnel system. orton
hall geology museum.
zen
chai. cup of joe. Columbus night
life. astronomy. osu airports.
1.7 million people. ice rinks.
the amc lennox. asia quest.
the short north. the arena district. the long walk. columbus
museum of art. the columbus
zoo. the columbus skyline.
santa mania. he osu wetlands.
the osu thrift store. north market. franklin park conservatory.
santa maria. Top 100 General
Aviation Airports. rocks and
minerals. easton. things you
don't know about osu. north
american train ride or an islands of southeast asia boat
ride. the largest city in the state
of ohio. the enchanted express.
the greenhouse in the aronoff.
a haunted ship. smith laboratory. gorillas and geckos. buckeye bargains. polaris. the olentangy river wetland research
park. skybus. osu history. giant
dinosaur exhibits. Megalonyx
jeffersoni. the department of
aerospace engineering and aviation. easton. the osu ice rink.
around town. the franklin park
conservatory. christopher columbus. fine arts library. batelle
riverfront park. port columbus
international airport. columbus
zoo and aquarium. jack hanna.
snow cones. funny bone. gallery hop. mirror lake cafe. arena district. convention center.
white alligators. rat basketball.
electrostatic generators. clippers. nationwide arena. the long
walk. traditions. the meaning
behind scarlet and grey. mirror
lake hollow. funny bone comedy club. movies. lincoln and
morrill tower. cartoon research cam
library. the lantern. polar bears.
oval restoration project. tViro
and a quarter degree angles.
how to ensure lasting love. osu
airports. 1..7 million people.
ice rinks. the amc lennox. the
short north. the arena district.
the long walk. columbus museum of art. the columbus zoo.
columbus international airport.
columbus zoo and aquarium.
jack hanna. huge elevators to
get to the greenhouse. roof
nights and planetarium shows.
fluffy the world's largest snake
in captivity. zoofari. easton and
polaris. short north. zen cha.
airplanes. fine arts library.
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As the largest campus in the United States, it is not easy to know everything about
the facilities owned and operated by Ohio State. Here we highlight just a
few of the places, big and small, that Ohio State students may not know about.

84 undiscoveredosu

the planetarium

the planetarium
Have you ever stopped on a late night stroll through
the Oval to take a look at the stars? If you have,
than you have probably noticed how hard it is to
see anything but the twinkling lights of passing
airplanes. One easy solution would be to run out to
a store around campus and buy a telescope, but an
easier and less expensive solution could be making
a visit to the Universitie's planetarium located in
Smith Laboratory.
Spitz Planetarium is located on the fifth floor of
Smith Laboratory on West 18th Avenue, and is a
part of the Department of Astronomy. The planetarium is normally used for teaching astronomy
students but several times a year the department offers shows to the public. The shows cover information about the stars and planets of course but also
the seasons, the motion of the sun and the Milky
Way. Each public show features a lecture, usually
PowerPoint style, from a graduate student studying
astronomy who can cover a variety of topics from
star formation, moon formation, the planets, and
the history of astronomy. Several times a year they
allow the public to take a look through the twelve
inch telescope, on the top of Smith Laboratory.
Story by Courtney Banks

86 campus tiA•

the greenhouse
Exotic isn't exactly the word that comes to mind
when anyone thinks about Columbus, Ohio. A great
escape from the normal cold, rainy, and snow-filled
days of Ohio is a trip to Biological Sciences Greenhouse Facility. This facility houses 1,200 exotic
plant species and 130 different species of insects.
The laboratory's greenhouse grows plants that can't
be found anywhere in Ohio with plants from the
tropics and the desert. The plants are grown in the
Conservatory while the insects can be found in the
Insectary. Don't worry - this greenhouse facility
isn't just for Biology majors - it's open to the public
Monday through Friday from 8:30AM to 4:30PM.
If you want to see something amazing from around
the world without even leaving the campus, this is
your ticket. You can find the Biological Sciences
Greenhouse Facility on West 12th Avenue on top of
Parking Garage K, which can be accessed through
the Aronoff Laboratory.
Story by Courtney Banks

the osu wetlands
Located north of campus, the Olentangy
River Wetland Research Park features
restored wetlands and a hardwood forest.
The wetlands provide a variety of research
opportunities for both undergraduate and
graduate students.

the osu thrift store

Buckeye Bargains Thrift Shop is found at
Converse Hall and has been selling used
goods to students and faculty for over 40
years. Money raised is given to the
University Women's Club and the
Scholarship and Student Emergency Loan
Funds.

discoverd osu rl
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the osu wetlands

the thrift store

The Ohio State University is known for its large campus,
diverse student body and extensive academic opportunities. One opportunity that you may not kndw about is the
Olentangy River Wetlands Research Park (ORWRP) located
north of campus right in Columbus. Construction of the
park commenced over a decade ago in 1994 with the development of two 2.5 acre deep water marshes and a river water
delivery system. These two man-made marshes provide
researchers with a comparison for the natural marsh and
how their behaviors differ. The hope is to see the different
benefits and drawbacks of artificial wetlands. The second
stage of construction involved additional wetlands, experimental microcosms and even a visitors wetland pavilion and
was completed five years later in 1999.
The park is located on a 30-acre site, 25 of which
consist entirely of created and restored wetlands. Also
recently constructed in the park was the Heffner Wetland
Research and Education Building. The 9,000 square foot
facility serves as the center of the park's activities and is
complete with laboratories, computer capabilities, meeting
rooms, and offices. The University offers several courses
dealing with wetland ecology and management and ecological systems that involve research being completed at the
park. Don't think that one must be enrolled in a course or
completing serious research in order to enjoy the park. ORWRP is open to the public daily from nine in the morning
until sundown, and with a group of three or more you can
even receive a guided tour. If you prefer to go at your own
pace, the park's website offers route suggestions so that you
can enjoy all the park has to offer on your own.

It is a well known fact that college kids are, for the lack of
a better word, broke. Sure, there are the lucky few who get
monthly allowance from their parents but for those who can't
blow seventy bucks every time they want a new shirt, they
can find solace in the welcoming, inexpensive arms of the
thrift store located in Converse hall. The Buckeye Bargains
Thrift Store is run by the OSU Women's Club. These ladies
take in lost articles of clothing and appraise them, wash
them, then tag them to be sold to students.
Don't worry - your clothes aren't being stolen! Any
clothing turned in to the lost and found is kept for thirty days
and after that period, if no one has claimed it, the clothes
are donated to nonprofit organizations around campus. The
Buckeye Bargains Thrift Store is one of those organizations.
Where does all of your money go after you make a purchase
from the thrift store? All of the money made goes towards a
scholarship fund sponsored by the OSU Women's Club or
into an emergency student loan fund.
If you want to make an impact while getting some
awesome things for yourself, or vice versa, stop by the thrift
store located in Converse Hall. Converse Hall, or as it may
be more easily identified as the ROTC building, is on North
Campus off of Tuttle Park Place across the street from the
Blackwell Inn.
Story by Courtney Banks

Story by Katcy Knight

the tunnels

geology museum

The fables of the Ohio State tunnels has been handed down
from generations of Ohio State students. These utility, or
steam, tunnels can be found all under campus, stretching
from building to building, forming a labyrinth of cables,
pipes and hot air. In some of the older buildings, such as
Hayes Hall and Lord Hall, the tunnel have been abandoned
or closed off completely when other buildings were constructed.
There are also pedestrian tunnels connected to
buildings throughout the OSU campus. Some, such as the
tunnel connecting the Ninth Avenue garage to the University
Hospital, are still in use while others, like the one connecting
Dulles Hall to University Hall, are labeled "utility/pedestrian
tunnel" and are protected by a steel fire door.
Entering the tunnels are illegal and against university rules, since they are very unsafe. This may account
for why their existence has been treated more like a rumor
instead of a fact. However, many colleges have the same
type of underground system that hides various electrical and
water lines from the students above and distributes steam
for heating purposes. The idea of a secret way to travel from
class to class is much more intriguing and makes for a more
interesting tale to pass on to classmates.

Within Orton Hall you can find one of OSU's many historical treasures, that of the Geology Museum that was first
started by geology professor and the first president of OSU,
Dr. Edward Orton Sr. Currently run by the curator, Dale
Gnidovec, the Geology Museum, as Gnidovec says, "acts as
a repository for a record of the life on this planet, especially
in Ohio." In its exhibit hall you will find displays of many
different rocks, minerals, and fossils that are a part of the
museum's current collection of about 52,000 specimens,
three quarters of which are from Ohio. According to Gnidovec, the most notable of these displays includes a skeleton
of a giant ground sloth known as Megalonyx jeffersoni; a
reproduction of Ohio's most famous fossil, the skull of a
fish known as Dunkleosteus; a reproduction of a skull of
the Cryolophosaurus ellioti dinosaur that was discovered by
OSU faculty member, Dr. David Elliot; and a display of the
variety of minerals found in Ohio.
"The exhibit hall opens people's eyes to the wonders of what we have here in Ohio," says Gnidovec. "For
example, that great big skeleton out front, a lot of people
don't realize we had things like that here in Ohio."
While maintaining the museum and its collection,
Gnidovec is also available to answer geology questions, offer
guided tours to groups, and identify any rocks, minerals, or
fossils that visitors bring in. The museum gift shop which
sells great gifts such as dinosaur toys, rocks, and minerals
is also worth a visit. Therefore, the next time you are near
Orton Hall anytime between eight and five, Monday through
Friday take the opportunity to visit Gnidovec in the museum
and learn more than you ever thought possible about the
rocks, minerals, and fossils of our state and our planet.

Story by Dreama Cleaver

Story by Laura Hanby

undiscoverd osu

ohio state airport: • on scott

the ice rink

the osu airport
Ohio. Birthplace of Aviation. Home of Orville Wright, Wilbur
Wright...and Brutus Wright? Housing over 230 aircrafts, the
OSU airport gives lifeblood to the Department of Aerospace Engineering and Aviation. Ranked in the Top 100 General Aviation
Airports (out of 2,818), the OSU airport is much more than just
a landing strip used for training future pilots. Able to accommodate various types of aircraft, the airport caters to corporate business, student training, and pleasure flying seeing an
estimated 115,000 operations per year. Founded in 1943, The
Ohio State University airport's mission is to "provide a progressive environment conducive to teaching, research, and public
service." Jetting in $103.5 million to central Ohio, the airport
draws business from Fortune 500 companies, and is said to be
"The Jewel of the Columbus airport system" by NetJet's Richard
Smith. Thriving on its dynamics, this multi-functional airport propels its learning community as well as its commercial community in all dimensions from Aerospace Engineering to providing
an effective gateway to worldwide aviation.
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The Horseshoe, Jesse Owens, RPAC, the Schott, St. John's
Arena. These are the names that come to mind when one
thinks of the athletic facilities our campus has to offer, but
don't forget to add The Ohio State University Ice Rink to that
impressive list. The ice rink was constructed over forty years
ago in 1961, but went under renovation only seven years ago
in 1999 and is located right next to St. John's Arena. The locker rooms, bench areas and penalty boxes were all refurbished
and the ice surface was increased to NHL dimensions of two
hundred feet by eighty-five feet. The facility seats one thousands people and can hold an additional two hundred people in
the standing room area on the north side of the rink, making it
an ideal place to catch a Buckeye hockey game. The ice rink
is not only home to the Men's and Women's Varsity Hockey
teams, but many other organizations as well. Intramural Ice
Hockey, the OSU Men's Club Hockey Team, the OSU Skating
Club & Precision Team, and the Columbus Figure Skating Club
also call the rink home. Any Buckeye student or member of
the community can enjoy the facility as well. Open skating is
offered almost everyday and Ohio State students receive a
discount by showing their BuckID. If you left your ice skates
at home, you can still enjoy the rink by renting a pair, or even
buying your own at the rink's Pro Shop. The shop offers figure
skating, ice hockey and inline skating equipment and services.
Repairs, custom fitting and blade sharpening, mounting and
adjusting are just a few of the services available. As a member
of the US Figure Skating Basic Skills Program and Ice Skating Institute, the rink has a highly qualified staff that teaches
skating and hockey lessons for adults and children as young as
three.
Story by Katey Knight

Story by Dan Salomone
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Asthelargestcity in thestate of0hio,Columbushasapopulation ofaround 730,000.
Columbus is the 15th largest city in the United States. The Columbus Metropolitan
boast 1.7 million people. While Columbus may lack beaches and constant warm
weather, it certainly has it fair share of restaurants, culture, and must-see spots.
The hallmark of the Short North area is the arches that dome about
High Street. These arches were originally made of wood, and are credited as the reason Columbus was given the nickname "The Arch City".
Columbus has no shortage on restaurants. The fast food chain Wendy's
was founded in Dublin, and Charley's Grilled Subs and White Castle have
head offices in the city. The first Max & Erma's was located in German

Village. Bob Evans and Donatos Pizza are also run in Ohio's capitol city.
It is estimated that there are 100,000 college students in the Columbus
area. While some claim Columbus is an overgrown "college town" there are
numerous ventures to partake in the city. The Ohio Historical Society offers
exhibits on the history of Ohio and a replica village set in the Civil War years.
The Columbus Museum of Art hosts permanent pieces and traveling exhibits, appealing to one's certain artistic needs. The Short North district
is lined with galleries, ranging from photography to modern art. Sports
fans will be delighted with the Jack Nicklaus golf museum and the Ohio
State University Athletics Hall of Fame, both located on the OSU Campus.
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COSI is a science museum that is known nationwide for its CampIn program, where Girls Scouts and other students spend the
night in the museum. The Columbus Zoo and Aquarium is renowned for its gorilla program and famous TV host, Jack Hanna.
Besides higher education, industry in Columbus is prevalent. There
are numerous insurance companies located in town, and Nationwide Insurance's home office is located downtown. Many fashion
brands are based in Columbus as well, including: The Limited, Victoria's Secret, Bath & Body Works, Abercrombie, Value City, DSW.
Among the festivities celebrated in Columbus are the Ohio State Fair,

if,
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the Jazz and Rib Fest and Red White and BOOM, the largest Fourth
of July fireworks show in the Midwest. The activities and hot spots
make Columbus a destination for tourist and Ohioans, year after year.
StorybyRachelEwing

Wo rth _Ma rke t

Santa .Maria
Franklin Park Conservatory
Residing on a piece of land
that was the original site of the Franklin County Fair, Franklin Park Conservatory has its own unique history,
a history that is still being written
today. The conservatory was first built
in 1895 and was modeled after the
Glass Palace from the 1893 Chicago's
World Fair and Columbian Exposition. Since then, it has gone through a
dramatic evolution. From the failure
of AmeriFlora in 1992 to the success of the "Blooms and Butterflies"
exhibit in 1994 and the conservatory
premiere of the Dale Chihuly collection in 2003 and 2004, the Franklin
Park Conservatory has grown and
changed dramatically over the years,
but yet still holds on to its mission.
"Our mission says that we are
a place to nurture plants and people,"
says spokeswoman Laura Schmid,
e want to serve as a refuge for the
soul and provide learning opportunities for people to learn about plants."
The Franklin Park Conservator), fulfills this mission today by
providing new exhibits every year and
bringing back the traditional favorites.
Within the next two years, the conservatory will be hosting "The Enchanted

Express," an exhibit of the work of
"garden railway mastermind" and
OSU alum Paul. Busse in 2007-2008,
and a topiary exhibit called "Bending
Nature" in 2008. You can also see the
annual orchid exhibit running from
January to March and the Butterfly
exhibit that returns every spring.
The conservatory always
its
ts permanent exhibits that
include plant life from many different
biomes from around the world and
are intermingled with the conservatory's beautiful collection of Chihuly
glass sculptures. This setup allows the
conservatory to accomplish its goal
of relating nature and art. Along with
their exhibits, the conservatory offers
a variety of classes including courses
on orchid care, botanical photography, and even Tai Chi. The conservatory also has a flexible volunteer
program for those who wish to get
involved.
Story by Laura Hanby

Columbus Ohio was
named after explorer Christopher Columbus, who is
credited with discovering
America in 1492. To commemorate Christopher
Columbus and the city of
Columbus a 15th century
relip of his flagship, Santa
aria was opened on the
banks of the Scioto River.
The ship opened in 1992, to
honor the 500th anniversary
of Columbus' discovery.
The Santa Maria is said to
be the world's inostauthentic. replica of this ship.. The
ship specs are authentic for a
15th century ship: 98 feet in
length, a weight of 130 tons,
and a 65 foot mast.
Visitors can travel downtown
to the banks of the Scioto at
Battelle Riverfront Park for a
45 minute tour of the Santa
Maria. The ship is open for
tours April thru October.
There are also special .events
such as a Haunted Ship in
October and an overnight
programs that includes
spending the night aboard as
a fifteenth century passenger.
Story by Rachel Ewing

Port Columbus International - Airport
For the three percent of Ohio State students who do not
reside within a two hour radius of Columbus, Port Columbus
International Airport (CMH) is imperative for your college
experience. Located five miles east of campus, Port Columbus
caters one's every spring break need and a flight home, providing over 250 non-stop flights daily by 9 airlines. Port Columbus underwent $70 million worth of renovation completed in
1979, incluidng the addtion of two terminals, making for a
grand total of three.
In May of 2007, Skybus began service as the newest low cost
airline to be based in Columbus. Port Columbus is currently
going through an expansion project which includes increasing
the number of gates and increasing its ability to service large
aircraft like the new Boeing 787.

98 around- tin=

Compiled by Dan Salomne and Steve Burleson

If you prefer animals over roommates or just need a day out of
the monotony that college life can offer, a trip to the Columbus Zoo and Aquarium may be in order. Generally open daily
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., depending on the season, the Columbus
Zoo and Aquarium offers animals from across the globe: from
gorillas to geckos. With eight different regions, the Columbus
Zoo is world renown. With his help and passion for education,
Jack Hanna transformed the Columbus Zoo and Aquarium
into the state-of-the-art facility that it is today. In January, the
zoo offers a skating rink complete with skate rentals at a cheap
cost. You can take a North American train ride or an Islands
of Southeast Asia Boat ride. Located off of Powell Road,
the Columbus Zoo and Aquarium is a resource we take for
granted living in a campus atmosphere. For those looking for
something to break up your normal routine, hop on a free bus
and experience what nature has to offer.
Story by Dan Salomone
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Easton Towne Center

4.4

Easton Towne Center is a shopper's paradise. This quaint mall
is situated with most shops outside, offering a big city feel in
Ohio's capitol city. With over 170 stores, Easton seems to have
it all. This shopping haven is located 20 minutes from the OSU
campus, near the suburb Gahanna.
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Easton plays host to AMC 30, one of five theaters AMC owns
that have 30 screens, including one IMAX screen. The Funny
Bone is a 21 and up comedy club, while Sony's Gameworks is a
restaurant, bar, and gaming mecca.
Outside of the Towne Center main district, are many restaurants and stores including Target, Old Navy, and Dicks Sporting
Goods.
Story by Rachel Ewing
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Short Worth

Short North
Polaris
Easton Towne Center
North Market
Tuttle Crossing
Lennox

Columbus has become a rather diverse and eclectic city, rich in history
and full of often over looked gems.
One of these spots is Short North, an
area rich in arts and culture. In the
1970s, dilapidated homes were being
purchased at low prices and then
being renovated by the homeowners.
In the 1980s, the area was known
for crimes, drugs, and prostitution.
Today, the Short North is full of
contemporary and ethnic restaurants,
shops, and is home to a large number
of art galleries.
The galleries feature works from local
and national artists and sell many
different forms of art, including
paintings, ceramics, and sculptures.
On the first Saturday of every month,
Short North hosts a Gallery Hop,
where galleries stay open for a large
portion of the night and visitors can
hop' from gallery. to gallery, viewing
works by new artists and try out new
products.
Short North is located blocks from
downtown Columbus and encompasses the Arts and Arena Districts,
Convention Center, and part of
OSU's South Campus Gateway.
Story by Elizabeth Loker
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Arena Distrift
rip
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Columbus' Arena District offers a variety of activities and events
for residents and visitors to the area. This 75 acre haven located
in downtown has bars, clubs, Blue Jacket's Hockey, Columbus
Destroyers Arena Football, concerts, and even housing. The
20,000 seat Nationwide Arena is the centerpiece of the district,
playing host to many of the sporting events around town. In
2009, the Columbus Clippers will commence play in their new
stadium, located in the district.

Have you ever seen a rat play basketball? Have you ever imagined
yourself having the ability to lift a car? As crazy as these ideas may
sound, they are all possible at a little place we like to call COSI. First
housed in the historical Memorial Building in 1964 and now in the
new location on West Broad Street, COSI has been expanding the
minds of children and adults alike and getting them excited about
science for over forty years. In order to accomplish this goal, COSI
introduces visitors to such topics as space, the ocean, and human history in an exciting way through interactive exhibits, live shows, and
the extreme-screen theatre.
While COSI does host some pretty permanent exhibits all
year round such as those on life, gadgets, and larger than life experiments (the Big Science Park), they also provide new and exciting
exhibits every year. Then, there is COSI's new exhibit called WOSU@
COSI that will teach visitors about all of the ins and outs of television

402 around town

production. COSI also shows many intellectually stimulating and aw
inspiring films, all presented on a huge extreme-screen with a sound
system that will rattle your brain.
If you just so happen to be perusing through these learning
experiences, you should also check out the many live shows that COS
has to offer such as the ever popular Rat Basketball show and the de
trically charged Electrostatic Generator Show. These live shows along
with the many other exhibits and programs that the center has to offer
are what make any visit to COSI a memorable experience.
Story by Laura Hanby
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mirror lake hollow
Most college students don't have the money or transportation
to show their significant other how much they truly care other
than a night out to the Blackwell, paid for by meal swipes.
Mirror Lake Hollow, including Mirror Lake and Browning
Amphitheater, is a good alternative to just any other date. The
serenity of the lake, paired with the moon and fountain is great
for a nice stroll for those engaged in relationships. If you want
to be imaginative, a great way to put in a little more effort than
just sitting in front of the lake, would be to have a picnic on the
amphitheater stage. This type of a date is not for the shy, your
picnic can be easily viewed by all of those late night Mirror
Lake Cafe visitors. For those who aren't linked up to someone,
Mirror Lake is still a great place to visit. Many students relax
by the lake, listening to music, doing homework, or just talking
to friends. And one of the most popular stops in the Mirror
Lake Hollow is of course the Cafe which provides sandwiches,
smoothies, and more.
Story by Courtney Banks
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scarlet and gray

e astern
the wexner center
There is no doubt that many of the buildings that reside on the campus here at OSU
have their own unique story to tell. In this way, the Wexner Center for the Arts is no
different.
"The Wexner Center itself was intended to be a place that was welcoming and open
both to the students...and the university community but also bring in people from
the larger community of Columbus and Central Ohio," says Ann Bremner, a staff
member at the Wexner Center.
This quote happens to perfectly describe the main theme behind the design of
the Wexner Center, the connection between campus and city. Architects Peter Eisenman and Randy Trott decided to maintain this theme throughout the building by
repeatedly using the angle of 12 '/4 degrees, the angle of deviation between the street
plans, or grids, of the OSU campus and the city of Columbus. Eisenman and Trott
even went so far as to use this angle when building the bookshelves for the offices!
Along with doing justice to the connection between the two communities,
the architects also threw in elements that commented on past, present, and future.
The most prominent of these features is the white scaffolding on the outside of the
building that is meant to represent, as Bremner put it, "always being in a moment of
becoming."
Story by Laura Hanby
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Chartered in 1881, The Lantern is one of the oldest
school newspapers in the country. This school year
marked it's 125th anniversary, and has come a long
way since its debut. Today, with a circulation of about
28,000 papers during the regular school year and 75,000
readers daily, The Lantern is the third largest college
newspaper in the country. It is produced by beginning,
intermediate, and advanced journalism students looking for experience in their desired career choice. The official mission of The Lantern is to not only give students
experience, but also to provide a good source of news,
opinion, and advertising about and for the University
community through freedom of expression.
Story by Alex Veeley

Have you ever wondered why OSU fans bleed scarlet
and gray? Or why when you walk into the stadium on
game day you are overwhelmed with a sea of scarlet?
The tradition was established in 1878, when three students on a committee gathered in University Hall and
decided the colors that would represent OSU spirit
for years to come. The original colors chosen were orange and black. However, there was one slight problem
with those two colors: Princeton had already claimed
them as their own. With the desire to be unique, Alison
Townshend Wing referred to the newly decided colors
as, "a pleasing combination...and had not been adopted
by any other college." Ohio State is a truly unique university, and its colors should represent nothing less. The
students wear scarlet and gray with pride, and unlike
any other university. They represent us well.
Story by Alex Veeley
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the tong 'walk
Almost all Ohio State students walk across it daily,
but few know the history of 'The Oval' and 'The
Long Walk.' The original plans for Ohio State did
not include anything close to an Oval. In 1893, a
proposal was made with a large open undeveloped
space with a grouping of academic buildings surrounding the area. It was not officially named The
Oval until 1929, but had been referred to as such
since 1910.
One unique characteristic of the Oval is the
Long Walk. Having been constructed in 1914, it
is a stretch of sidewalk that starts at Paige Hall
and ends at the Main Library. A well known legend that if you walk the entire length holding your
beloved's hand, you will be together forever has
been practiced for many years. According to some,
in the 1920's freshman were not allowed onto the
Long Walk. The consequence for treading on the
Long Walk resulted in freshman being tossed into
Mirror Lake by upperclassmen.
Stor ■.. M Kyle Jepson
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the towers

the oval

Although the towers on west campus are undoubtedly
the most unattractive dormitories at Ohio State, they
were originally designed to be much more than that.
Lincoln and Morrill towers were built with the intention
to unite the campus from east to west back in the early
1970s. The original design called for a series of high
rise residential dorms with the Drake Center serving as
the student union for west campus. This idea was never
carried out and the result is what we see today. The
towers are both twenty three stories tall and offer 1,200
undergraduate rooms. However, the layout is confusing
due to pedestrian bridges that are aesthetically unpleasing. The towers have a plain look and a fortress-like appearance due to the lack of windows and blank concrete
walls. Although the towers were constructed to better
the campus, the original intentions fell to the wayside.

Each and every day thousands of Ohio State students
walk up, down and across the Oval, making their way
across campus. It has been a goal of the University to
make the Oval as visually pleasing as it is functional.
Two years ago, an "Oval Restoration" project was put
into action. The main objectives of this project were
to replace walkways, restore turf and lighting, and irrigate the area. As an extremely important and large
part of the university's campus, the oval restoration was
essential in keeping it up-to-date to campus needs. All
aspects of the plan were carefully chosen, including the
pathway replacement. The historic Oval is thought of
as a unified green space encompassed by buildings. As
an ode to that, the design was focused on establishing a
flowing space, allowing for smooth traffic and a visually
pleasing environment. All of the students here at Ohio
State can now enjoy the results of the project everyday.

Story by Elizabeth Loker

Story by Katey Knight

jesse owens

orton hall

Many students at The Ohio State University have used
the Jesse Owens Recreation Centers at some point. The
former OSU student and 1936 Olympian? Born in Alabama, Owens moved north with his family and made
Cleveland, Ohio home. It was Jesse's junior high gym
teacher that introduced him to the sport of track. After
an extremely successful senior year, winning 75 of 79
races, Jesse officially became a Buckeye. Despite obstacles, Jesse became the first African-American to be
chosen as a team captain for any Big Ten team. Next
for Owens were the 1936 Olympic Games. After winning all three of his final tryout races, Owens was on
his way to Berlin where he became the first person to
win four gold medals at one time, cementing his place
in Olympic track history. Although Jesse did not finish his degree, the university eventually awarded him an
honorary doctorate of athletic arts "for his unparalleled
skill and ability" as an athlete and "his personification
of sportsmanship ideals."

Home to the Geology Department, Orton Hall stands
as one of Ohio State's oldest buildings. Named after the
University's first president, geologist Dr. Edward Orton,
Sr., the structure houses the geology library and museum
as well as laboratories of Paleontology and Sedimentology. There is more to this hall than meets the eye. Constructed from forty different Ohio stones, the outside
walls are laid in stratigraphic order according to their
relative position in Ohio's bedrock. At first glimpse, you
may miss the carvings of fossils from various time periods or the gargoyles perched atop the columns. This
hall also holds the well-known bell tower. Dedicated in
1915 and swinging at 25,000 pounds, these bells echo
across campus in the key of E flat. Orton Hall stands
as a true Ohio State landmark that has graced the oval
since 1893.
Story by Dan Salomone

Story by Katey Knight
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he Ohio State Buckeyes started the 2006
season ranked 1st in the AP and Coaches polls.
'The early season brought the much anticipated
re-match against the defending national champions, the Texas Longhorns. Game after game,
the Buckeyes stayed on top at the polls, defeating each team they played. The Ohio StateMichigan match up proved to be an exciting
one, as the teams entered the game ranked 1st
and 2nd, with the national championship game
on the line. After defeating the Wolverines, the
Buckeyes went on to the national championship
game, suffering their only loss of the season .
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With many high profiled seniors graduating from
Ohio State, it was unsure how the 2006 season would turn
out for the Buckeyes. This, by no means, was meant to
defile the characters of everyone left on the team, but the
question of "What's going to happen to our team after
Hawk, Carpenter and Schlegal leave?" burned brightly in
the minds of sportscasters and Buckeye fans alike. With
the offense still loaded with Troy Smith, Ted Ginn, Jr.
and other famous names, Ohio State still had confidence
in its veterans that would fight tooth and nail this season.
Returning players from last season could provide guidance
for those 'new guys' who were having their first experiences at Ohio State.
To say that Ohio State had an amazing season is
a complete and utter understatement. Despite the large
amount of newcomers to the team, Ohio State still had a
12-0 regular season, with an overall record of 12-1, losing
the National Championship game to the Florida Gators.
Starting on September 2, 2007, the Northern Illinois
Huskies were the first victims to the poisonous nuts. One
week later, Ohio State travelled to Texas, seeking revenge.
Victory went to the Buckeyes and dramatically increased
the morale and confidence in this partially young team.

After an easy victory against fellow Ohio college Cincinnati, the Big Ten Conference schedule could commence,
with one non-conference game played against another
fellow Ohio college Bowling Green.
As one Big Ten school after another was knocked
off, Minnesota proved to be an easy victory, with a score
of 44-0 shutout in the favor of the Buckeyes. When the
Fighting Illini from Illinois gave the Buckeyes a run for
their money, with a final score of 17-10 in favor of Ohio
State, Troy Smith stated, "We knew, as a team, they were
pretty much going to give us everything. This was pretty
much their shot of doing something big, ending their
season on a positive note, knocking us off." As the next
game versus Northwestern presented another Ohio State
victory, the notorious Michigan game was in the sights of
our Buckeyes.
As the regular season closer and knowing the
history between these two teams, this game was set to be
even more interesting, given Ohio State's number one
ranking and Michigan's number two ranking in the AP
and Coaches poll.
continued on page /21

buckeyefever
Sophomore middle linebacker
James Laurinaitis had 100 tackles and five interceptions during
the 2006 football season. Laurinaitis, a Minnesota native, won
the Bronko Nagurski Trophy.

Junior Anthony Gonzales
eludes a Cincinnati Bear
Cat during the second home
game of the season. Gonzales had 7 touchdowns and
673 yards during the 2006
season.
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Not only is this rivalry the biggest in
college history, this game would help
decide who would be seeded number
one for the National Championship
Game in January. In traditional
fashion, the Wolverines put up an
extremely good fight, giving the
Buckeyes a run for their money and
a 42-39 final score, giving Ohio State
its first outright Big Ten Title since
1984, and the number one seed for
the BCS Bowl Game. The Buckeyes
traveled to Glendale, Arizona, where
they would lose their only game of the
season, the National Championship
Game, to the Florida Gators.

Quarterback Troy Smith
calls a play. Smith passed
for 2,507 yards, rushed for
233 yards and had 31 touch
downs.

Northern Illinois, W 35-12. Texas, W 24-7. Cincinnati W 37-7. Penn State, W 28-6. Iowa, W 38-17. Bowling Green, W 35-7. Michigan State,

Overall, the Buckeyes reinforced their reputation as being an
always surprising team. With big
names like Smith, Ginn, Pittman,
Gonzalez and many other key seniors
leaving, the new crew of Wells, Robiskie, Jenkins, O'Neal and Laurinitis
will be at the forefront of Ohio State's
2007 season.
Story by Rachael Zinni

Tight end Rory Nicol runs one in
during a home match against the
Indiana Hoosier. Nicol had 61 all
purpose yard during the Indiana
game, and 151 for the season.

W 38-7. Indiana, W 44-3. Minnesota, W 44-0. Illinois, W 17-10. Northwestern, W 54-10. Michigan, W 42-39. Florida, L 41-14.

Late season surges. Bowl Games. Hail Mary Passes.
When all is said and done, these are the dramatic moments that
define a team's fate. These situations are the ones that settle who
will be hanging up their cleats early and who will still be playing
come January. This, however, is not the state of affairs in the
Ohio State versus Texas shootout that we have become accustomed to over recent years. A team's destiny hangs in the balance
over a seemingly winner-take-all game, falling hastily into only
the second week of the season.
Last year's 2005 season saw much pain and sorrow as
images come to mind of tight ends flailing about in end zones and
quarterbacks fumbling late into the game. We all know the results
of this newly forged rivalry between these two powerhouses, leaving one team lurking in the dust as the victor steadies the course
en route to a National Championship. Separated by 1,300 miles,
these two goliath teams have embarked down a road where each
team's fate is now intertwined. As 2006 rolled along, further anticipation and excitement ensued.
Marching into Austin this time, players and fans everywhere knew the repercussions of a loss in this delicate sixty-minute duel National Championship or bust. Losing a total of nine

defensive starters from the Fiesta Bowl Championship team, analysts criticized the inexperience of the fresh crop of Buckeye starters, questioning whether they could handle what Colt McCoy and
the Longhorns could throw their way. Stepping up in the previous
year's Michigan game, Minnesota native James Laurinaitis ushered in the new wave of defensive power that Buckeye fans expect
year in and year out with 13 tackles, 2 forced fumbles and an
interception.
On the other side of the ball, Ohio State's explosive offense proved to be too much for the Longhorns' defense. Using
ground capability as well as big-play air attacks, Troy Smith threw
for 269 yards with two touchdowns, one each to the elusive Ted
Ginn Jr. and one to the Michigan game hero, Anthony Gonzalez.
Antonio Pittman also rushed for 74 yards and one touchdown.
With an ending score of 24-7, The Ohio State University Buckeyes gave preseason doubters a reason to believe as they launched
themselves into earning the top rank in the nation. With the National Championship game approaching, Coach Tressel and company could taste the Tostitos in what has become their second
home, Arizona.
Story by Dan Salomone

Troy Smith brought back
to Ohio State its seventh
Heisman Trophy, joining
greats like Horvath, Janowicz, Cassady, two-time
winner Archie Griffin, and
Eddie George.

Troy Smith:
Why heis man
From a Saint Edward Eagle to a Glenville Tarblooder to an Ohio State Buckeye, Troy Smith is arguably one of
the best, if not the best, quarterback that has ever stepped foot onto campus. Being raised in a single parent home, then adopted by his pee wee football coach did not stop Smith from becoming the success that he is today. If anything, the drive
and determination he learned in life has helped him on the field. At St. Edwards, Smith was removed from the basketball
team for an incident, and returned to his non-parochial Glenville High School. At Glenville, Smith lead his high school
to the state playoffs his senior year, while playing wide receiver and participating in three years of basketball and track.
Ohio State almost missed their 'Iron Arm' chance when Troy Smith was the last Buckeye to officially sign with Ohio State
and earned the last football scholarship available.
Troy Smith dots the Ohio State records with his name, appearing multiple times in one category. With earning
the number one position in "Highest Completion Percent of the Season and Career," "Most Touchdown Passes for the
Season," "Most Passing Efficiency in his Career," along with twenty-three spots in the "100 yards in passing per game"
category, Smith makes his name a household one with the honors that he has accomplished. In only two seasons, he marks
up the books with over fifty school records, being in the top ten entries in fifty percent of these categories.
In 2002, Troy Smith was redshirted and did not get to sit on the bench, due to his late winter signing with the
Buckeyes. In 2003, Smith played ten games, but was not in the quarterback position until his following year. As a sophomore and Justin Zwick's backup, Smith was thrown into the world of a college football quarterback when Zwick was
injured after week seven. He only lost one game out the five that remained in the season after the change of the quarterbacks. In Smith's junior year, with Zwick being named the back-up, a 10-2 season was achieved with a share of the Big
Ten Championship. As the MVP of the Fiesta Bowl, Smith became the second Buckeye of all-time who was able to top
the 400-yard mark in total offense in a game (the Fiesta Bowl), behind Art Schlichter in 1981 against Florida. He only
threw four interceptions, had six 200-yard games passing and made the second longest touchdown pass, 85-yards, in Ohio
State history to Santonio Holmes.
Being selected to various first-teams during his senior year and voted Player of the Year with many organizations,
including earning his teammate's recognition as Buckeyes' 2006 Player of the Year, the number one ranked Ohio State
Buckeyes completed another successful season under the Iron Arm. With his senior year undefeated in the pre- and regular season, Smith adds an overall 25-2 record as quarterback to his list of achievements. He is the first Buckeye to throw
four touchdown passes against That School Up North in the 103 meetings in the series. Not since Tippy Dye (1934-1936)
has there been a quarterback to hand Michigan their defeat three consecutive times. Winning the Big Ten Player of the
Week five times in 2006 was just the precursor to the biggest award in the history of football.
Troy Smith brought back to Ohio State its seventh Heisman Trophy, joining greats like Horvath, Janowicz, Cassady, two-time winner Griffin and George. This award is looked upon as the Holy Grail of all honors and is presented
in December before the postseason bowl games commence. Smith beat out the nearest competitor for the Heisman by
almost 2,000 points and became the 24th quarterback in football history to win this prestigious award. As for his professional career, Troy Smith is going to be drafted into the NFL, of which he pleaded with the Cleveland Browns to draft him,
wanting to keep the spirit alive in Cleveland.
Story by Rachael Zhu-1i
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w much one can accomplish in seven years
as head coach for the football team: an overall
record of 62-14, six bowl appearances (with
four BCS games), four 10-win seasons, three
Big Ten Championships and one national
championship. Head Coach Jim Tressel's
resume keeps expanding exponentially with
each passing season, producing teams that
have stunned the nation with its talent pool.
Football and coaching have always been in the
Tressel family; Jim's father, Lee, was the head
coach of his Baldwin-Wallace College team.
Akron to Miami of Ohio; Syracuse
to Ohio State; Youngstown State back to Ohio
State: a long list of various coaching positions,
with the title of head coach at both YSU and
OSU. Prior to the "Days of the Penguins,"
Jim Tressel was mainly a Quarterback, Receivers and Running Backs Coach for those four
fortunate universities. He would then spend
fifteen glorious seasons coaching Youngstown
State, winning four national championships
and qualifying for the Division I-AA playoffs
ten times. He left YSU being the second-most
successful coach in school history, to then becoming the twenty-second Head Coach for the
Ohio State Buckeyes.
Lee Tressel, Jim's father, played for
Ohio State briefly before the commencement
of World War Two. Lee was a coaching legend at Baldwin Wallace College, Jim's college
alma mater, and inspired his son to become a
coach. "My father was a coach and I saw first
hand how much he enjoyed it, how exciting it
was, how much he made a difference in young
people's lives and made a difference at the
school he was coaching in, community he was
coaching in, and thought that would be a neat
thing to be a part of," explained Head Coach
Tressel. In 1991, Lee and Jim became the
first father-son combination to win national
championships at the college level. Jim's older
brother Dick, the current OSU running backs
coach, led Hamiline University's football program from 1978 to 2000. Between the three
Tressels, 476 games have been won, with all
coaches reaching their 100th career victory.
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When asked about the most memorable event in his coaching career history, Coach
Tressel responded, "Gosh, I have been doing
this so long. Probably the most memorable
events are the ones when I hear back from my
players and they talk about using the lessons
they've learned; more so than the games we've
won. That really makes you feel good. When
they say 'Coach, what I learned by playing for
you, wherever it was, has made a difference in
my life.' To me, that's memorable." Coach
Tressel has won numerous awards over his
coaching career, being recognized six times for
the Ohio Coach of the Year during his reign
as a head coach at both colleges. He recently
signed a contract with Ohio State that will extend his time here through 2012.
As for Tressel's personal life, his wife,
Ellen and four children have a strong bond,
even through all of the time Jim dedicates to
his team and past teams. Although he does
not have a large amount of free time, there has
and will be time for his family. "Well, when
the kids were growing up, it was hard because
it would be dark when you would leave and
dark when you would come home, especially
in the season, and you did your best to try
to make up for it at other times. Now, with
the kids grown and gone, my wife sometimes
beats me over the head to try to do a better
job. On Thursday nights, we get out of here
about seven o'clock at night and it's kinda like
date night."
As far as being recognized as Ohio
State's Coach Tressel believes it comes with
the job, "People love Ohio State and you have
to remember that they're not coming up to
me for anything about me; they're coming up
to me because I happen to be the Ohio State
coach. It's just part of the territory. When
you're in Ohio, really when you are in the
United States, somebody's bound to bump
into you who is a Buckeye fan because they're
everywhere. About the only chance you have
is when you get out of the country and then
you're not for sure to be left alone."
As for the sweater vest, "I start-

ed wearing sweater vests when I was at
Youngstown State. I don't know what year; I
just always wore them. When the weather gets
cold, I put coats over them — I'm not crazy.
Not like Woody that wore the short sleeves
out in the snow. It's not a fashion statement I
want to make, but I think what happened was
because I wore a vest and then I came here
and wore a vest, since that what I was used to
doing. All of a sudden, if I stop wearing the
vest, it would be a 'Hey what's going on?!' situation. I guess I just do it because I have and
it's comfortable."
Buckeye Football has many followers
and alumni, and there are others who admire
and cheer on the Buckeyes. Coach Tressel
commented, "It's special and it's a great reminder of the responsibility we have to represent them because their school is so important
to them. It's a great reminder of people that
spent their four or five years here they loved
it. It was the greatest time of their life. They
will carry that with them — they might work at
six different companies down the road in their
future but there will be one place that they'll
always hold dear. That's Ohio State. You feel
a strong sense of responsibility to represent
them."
As for the pressures of being the head
coach for such a well known sport at a well
know college, "Fortunately, we are so busy,
that sometimes we don't even notice the pressure, per se. Secondly, I don't base my self
worth on how many games we win. While I
know that's very important to a lot of people,
and it's kind of the measuring stick that people
use when they look at you. My self worth really is based upon trying to help kids and trying to represent the school and trying to do
the best I can. If I can do that, I feel okay
about myself. I would rather win — it's nice to
win, but your total self worth can't be based on
that."
Story by Rachael Zinni

"It was a great learning experience
for the team. We were a good
team up until that point, with being
undefeated and all this season.
We could only become a greater
team by learning from our loss and
growing from that." - number three,
sophomore Jamario O'Neal, on the
bowl game.

thelOSS
After completing the regular season with a 12-0 injury, not returning to the game and watching from
undefeated winning-streak, the Buckeyes travelled yet the sidelines. The offensive line couldn't seem to get
again to the southwest for the National Championship their groove on, leaving quarterback Troy Smith to get
game. Making a second trip to Glendale, Arizona for a sacked numerous times. To say the defense was putchampionship game was an impressive feat. It is even ting up an equal effort, could be accurate, letting the
more impressive when the 2007 National Champion- Gators score almost five touchdowns before halftime.
ship is on the line and Ohio State has an undefeated With a halftime score of 34-14 in favor of the Gators,
record coming into the Tostitos BCS Bowl Game.
it seemed not probable for the Buckeyes to win the
With making a second consecutive appear- National Championship in 2007.
ance at the Fiesta Bowl, Ohio State was believed to
As the second half of the game progressed,
easily defeat the number two ranked Florida Gators Ohio State could not get together and try to figure
in almost every aspect of the physical sport of foot- out a way to defeat the impressive and strong-willed
ball, both offensively and defensively. As January 8, Florida Gators. The seconds kept ticking off the clock
2007, rolled around, many fans gathered at Chase as the second half ended, therefore handing Ohio State
Field in Glendale and around their television screens its first, and most heart breaking, defeat of the season.
across the nation. Even if you were not a fan of either With an unanticipated final score of 41-14, Ohio State
team on the field, this high profile game was not to be fans were shocked around the nation.
missed.
Story by Rachad Zinni
After Ted Ginn Jr.'s 93 yard return on the
opening kickoff for a touchdown, Ohio State fans
started to relax, having one touchdown under their
belt after the first eleven seconds of the biggest game of
the season. Shortly after, Ginn left the field due to an

Sophomore lineback
James Laurinaitis take
a dive in an attempt to
stop Gator quarterback
Tim Tebow.
Buckeye quarterback
Troy Smith takes one of
many hits suffered during the game.
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ntensity and determination are just two of the qualities that
the 2006 women's soccer team possessed this year. The ladies
were asked to compete and play at a higher level this season,
and they did without question. With six seniors including
tri-captains Emily Francis, Lisa Grubb, and Michelle Markus,
leadership was abundant. Coach Walker stated, "The leadership will not just be coming from three coaches. We have
a wealth of experience and what that provides for us is an
opportunity for that extra push when we need it." The ladies
benefited most from that push when they came together
and defeated teams like Minnesota, Michigan State, Xavier,
California, and Washington to win the Ohio State Tournament. The ladies also faced some tough opponents and lost to
Kentucky, Indiana, Northwestern and Penn State.
Many women received honors this year including Lara
Dickenmann, Big Ten Women's Soccer Offensive Player of
the Week and Lauren Robertson, Big Ten Women's Soccer Defensive Player of the Week. Also, Lisa Collison, Lara
Dickenmann, Melissa Miller, Lisa Grubb and Amanda Ball
all earned All-Big Ten Team Honors. Despite these individual
accomplishments, the women evidently came together as a
team and earned a 10-8-1 records overall.
With a 5-5-0 record in the Big 10 conference, the
Lady Buckeyes entered the Big 10 Tournament as the number
six seed and were set to face the number three seed, Purdue. The Buckeyes previously lost to the Boilers and knew
how to play their game. Consequently, neither team scored
until the forty-ninth minute when OSU freshman Ashley
Bowyer put the Buckeyes up with a score of one to nothing.
However, Purdue took away the ladies' lead within the next
minute, tying the game one all. Neither team scored the rest
of the game, which resulted in overtime play, where Purdue
snatched away one more win for the women's soccer team.
The ladies maintained a competitive spirit throughout the
season and their passion will continue on as this season's
freshman and sophomores become more experienced players.
Buckeye women's soccer is definitely not giving up anytime
soon.
Story by Christina Wont
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thepowerhouse
When autumn quarter rolls around in Old Columbus
Town, women's field hockey does not usually make you get
out your calendar and mark down the dates of each game.
However, this energetic, high-paced sport melts together force
with finesse that any spectator would be captivated by. With
seasoned veterans returning with intense preparation, this Ohio
State squad not only had the potential to succeed, but followed
through with an incredible season. Coming off one of the most
successful buckeye seasons in 2005, tenured Head Coach Anne
Wilkinson entered her eleventh season with the Buckeyes and
had the highest of goals for her team. "Our goal is to win the
Big Ten and compete for a National Championship," Wilkinson
said. With the losses of two potent scorers Lucy Clayton and
Leticia Fragapane, the Buckeyes lost one-third of their offensive
goal prowess. This left a hole in the squad that was anyone's for
the taking.
For the returnees, as well as the addition of a talented
incoming class, this seemed like a job they could handle, but
not without disciplined teamwork and creativity to create
scoring opportunities. Wilkinson added seven newcomers to
the squad; heading the talented list is Ohio Magazine's Field
Hockey Player of the Year, Natalia Ciminello, who won the
state championship in 2003 and 2004 for Columbus Academy.
Ranked number fifteen in a preseason poll, the Buckeyes were
more than prepared for the upcoming season; they were willing
to step up and make the previous successful season merely a
stepping-stone for this 2006 season. Beating Boston College in
the season opener 4-2, the Buckeyes marched on to win eight
in a row before losing to conference rival Indiana. With the

last regular season game coming up, the Buckeyes had the Big
Ten Championship in their scopes. In a physical game against
Michigan State, the Buckeyes won a double overtime thriller
with the game-winning goal by senior Saskia Mueller 4:22 into
the second overtime. This goal, combined with a Penn State
loss that same week, led the squad to capture the conference
title outright and a number one seed in the Big Ten Tournament.
While being upset in the Big Ten Tournament by Iowa
2-0, this did not hinder the team's motivation for the big dance,
the NCAA Tournament. Seeded at number five, the Buckeyes
went on to record their first NCAA tournament victory in program history by beating number twelve Cal 3-1 with the help
of junior Yesinia Luces scoring a pair of goals. While losing to
number four Duke in the second round, Ohio State recorded
arguably the best season in school history. Four Buckeyes were
named to the NFHCA First Team All-West Region while three
members, senior Saskia Mueller, junior Yesenia Luces, and
sophomore Linda Haussener were selected to NFHCA AllAmerica Teams. Amongst the talented players, therein lies a talented coach. Anne Wilkinson was named NFHCA West Region
Coach of the Year, coming off her second consecutive 15-win
season and leading the Buckeyes to their first NCAA tournament win in program history. With each season as a launching
point, the Buckeyes are a field hockey powerhouse that will
continue to succeed with a heady and exciting underclass with
the guidance of an invigorating coach that simply knows how to
win.

Story by Dan Salomon,:

Boston College, W 4-2. Delaware, W 2-1. Penn, W 4-0. Pacific, W 6-2. Miami (OH), W 6-0. Ohio, W 6-1. Iowa, W 4-0. Ball State, W 7-0.
Indiana, L 2-1. Wake Forest, L 1-0. Penn State, W 4-3. Louisville, W 4-3. Northwestern, W 4-0. VCU, W 4-0. Michigan, W 3-2. Michigan
State, W 4-3. Big Ten: Iowa, L 2-0. NCAA Tournament: Cal, W 3-1. Duke, L 3-0.

Coming offa successful season in what can be considered Ohio State's
best soccer era yet, expectations were high and Head Coach John Bluem and
company were willing to capture what was more than just in their reach. Returning eight starters, five of six being the Buckeye's top scorers, Ohio State
was coming offa 11-8-2 season and trying to make their third consecutive
NCAA Tournament appearance, a first in program history. With milestones
and the Big Ten Tournament in Columbus down the road, tenth-year head
coach John Bluem knew it would be a long journey. Four seniors departed
the Buckeye squad; Goalkeeper Ray Burse and Defender Kyle Veris both
were drafted by MLS teams. Also departing was leading scorer Kevin Nugent
and Mid fielder Reid Traeger. Despite these blows to the offensive weaponry,
Danny Irizarry's future burned brightly after being named to the Big Ten AllFreshman Team. Knowing this team's success depended on the ability of the
defense, co-captains Dustin Kirby and Jim Fisher would lead the defensive
stand with Burse's understudy Casey Latchem in goal.
Before the regular season got underway, the squad traveled across the
globe to Germany to bask in the richness of what is truly the world's sport.
There the team was not only a spectator to the tradition of the game, but
they also played four games against foreign teams. Coming off this teambuilding expedition, the Buckeyes were ready to hit the grass running. After
a less than perfect start, the Buckeyes were unsatisfied and were hungry for
more. The talent on the team was not quite flowing as hoped, but after a
heartbreaking loss to Wisconsin-Green Bay, the squad entered what Bluem
called "a point of no return." The team decided to kick it into gear and "play

for the seniors." Ohio State went on to tear up the Big Ten finishing 8-2-1
in their last 11 games with the only losses coming to soccer powerhouse
Indiana. Entering the Big Ten tournament, the Buckeyes knew they were on
the brink to propel the program to the next level. With a number two seeding
and the Tournament being at home in Columbus, success was not unattainable. The Buckeyes faced and eliminated number seven Michigan State. This
set up a match with the rival school 'from up North.' After an early goal into
the second half by sophomore midfielder Geoff Marsh, the Wolverines were
unable to equalize, and the Buckeyes moved onto the championship against
number one seeded Indiana. Ohio State lost a heartbreaker with Indiana
scoring the only goal of the entire game.
Coming offa red hot finish to the season, the Buckeyes were bound for
the NCAA Tournament. Brackets are set, the 48-team pairings are in place,
but Ohio State is nowhere to be found in the field. This controversial decision to not place Ohio State in the tournament was a major blow to the team.
With this decision being out of their hands to control, the Buckeyes have to
focus on next season a little earlier than anticipated. During the season, head
coach John Bluem recorded his 100th career win with the Buckeyes. With
this amazing achievement, Bluem graciously praised assistant coaches for his
successes and claimed it was an "attribute to the program." Xavier Bale became OSU's all-time assists leader; Casey Latchem posted 10 shutouts with a
0.79 goals against average which is No. 2 in school history.
Story by Dan Salomone

Dayton, T 1-1. Bradley, W 2-0. Hartwick Columbus, T 0-0 (20T) . Furman, W 2-0 . North Carolina, L 1-0. Wake Forest, L 3-2 (OT). Boston University, L 1-0
San Francisco, T 1-1 (20T). Bowling Green, W 2-0. Northwestern, L 3-1. Butler, W 2-0. Wisconsin-Green Bay, L 2-1. Akron W, 1-0. Penn State, W 2-1. Wisco
sin, W 2-0. Louisville, W 1-0. Indiana, L 1-0. Oakland, W 3-2 (OT). Michigan, T 0-0 (20T). Michigan State, W 2-0.
Big Ten Tournament: Michigan State, W 3-1. Michigan, W 1-0. Indiana, L 1-0.

The Lady Buckeyes came into the 2006-2007 season
strong with two Big Ten Championship titles under their
belts and the return of two-time All-American and Big
Ten Player of the Year, senior Jessica Davenport. Joining
Davenport on the team was six of her fellow veterans and
six talented recruits. True to their reputation, the women
tore through a tough schedule with a 28-4 overall record,
the program's third best finish. Their wins included victories over USC, Boston College, Washington, Oklahoma,
and Kentucky: five teams that had played in the 2006
NCAA Tournament.
A very highlighted win was that against Michigan, with
a 72-58 score. The win against the Wolverines gave the
Buckeyes their second straight outright Big Ten Championship, a first in the league since Penn State in 2003
and 2004. The Lady Buckeyes ended their season with
a trip to the NCAA Tournament in Stanford, California
where they lost a hard fought battle against the Marist
Red Foxes.
Story by Laura Hanby

Army, W 77-41. USC, W 77-58. Boston College, W 80-72 (20T). Cornell, W 77-43. Montana, W 83-43. Longwood,W 68-33. Washington, W 84-79. LSU, L 75-51. Alabama A&M, W 98-55. Howard, W 97-52. Oklahoma, W 74-67. Iowa, W 73-67. Minnesota,
W 75-62. Kentuckym, W 53-51. Penn State, W 63-61. Northwestern, W 70-42. Wisconsin, W 74-51. Illinois, W 62-52. Indiana,
W 72-62. Purdue, W 64-55. Northwestern, W 66-42. Iowa, W 85-49. Minnesota, W 70-67. Illinois, W 69-60. Wisconsin, W 83-57.
Michigan State, L 62-59. Penn State, W 78-61. Michigan, W 72-58. Big Ten Tournament: Indiana, W 72-60. Penn State, W 73-71
(OT). Purdue, L 64-52. NCAA Championship: Marist, L 67-63.
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VMI, W 107-69. Loyola Chicago,
W 87-75. Kent State, W 81-59.
Eastern Kentucky W, 74-45. San
Francisco W, 82-60. Youngstown
State W, 91-57. North Carolina
L, 98-89. Valparaiso W, 78-58.
Cleveland State W, 78-57. Cincinnati W, 72-50. Iowa State W,
75-56. Florida L, 86-60. Coppin
State W, 91-54. Indiana, W 7467. Illinois, W 62-44. Wisconsin,
L 72-69. Tennessee, W 68-66.
Northwestern, W 73-41. Iowa, W
82-63. Northwestern, W 59-50.
Michigan State, W 66-64. Purdue, W 78-60. Michigan State,
W 63-54. Michigan, W 76-63.
Purdue, W 63-56. Penn State, W
64-62. Minnesota, W 85-67. Penn
State, W 68-60. Wisconsin, W 4948. Michigan, W 65-61. Big Ten
Tournament: Michigan, W 72-62.
Purdue, W 63-52. Wisconsin, W
66-49.

46 wins. Back-to-back 20-win seasons. Four
McDonald's All-Americans. One goal. In the time it
takes a buckeye tree to be planted and grow roots, Thad
Matta has assembled his troops for a National Championship campaign. Coach Matta entered his third season
with Ohio State amassing the top recruiting class for this
year's season, dubbed the "Thad Five." Big man Greg
Oden along with Mike Conley, Jr., Daequan Cook, David
Lighty, completed by transfer Othello Hunter, all bring
star talent to the squad. With the talent, inexperience
naturally followed, stressing the importance of teamwork.
Captain Jamar Butler, alongside veterans Ron
Lewis, Ivan Harris, and Matt Terwilliger, offered their
experience and guidance for the incoming class. Knowing how to win, these men ushered in the freshmen with
nothing but the team as a whole in mind. But with a
tough slate ahead including North Carolina, Wisconsin,
and defending national champion Florida all on the road,
the team would go on to lose all three. As perfect as a win
may seem, a team often learns more from a loss, and in a
long season there is room for growth. This is exactly what
Ohio State took advantage of and accomplished.
As inexperience melted away with every game, the

men's basketball

Buckeyes as a team, figured out how to produce quality
wins. When all is said and done, these three losses were
the only ones the team sustained. To say these losses
came only against top three ranked teams is remarkable.
The Buckeyes concluded their home season with a dramatic win over conference rival Wisconsin, claiming the
outright Big Ten title for the second year in a row. They
also posted a perfect record at Value City Arena this season.
The Big Ten tournament rolled around and the
team was not content by any stretch of the imagination.
They worked together to seamlessly combine their talents
in the last showcase to NCAA selection committee, and
took home the Big Ten Tournament Championship, complemented nicely with a number one in the NCAA Tournament South bracket to prove their strength as a team.
This season displayed teamwork as being paramount
and should be dubbed the "Thad Twelve." The Buckeyes
finished the season with a 30-3 overall record, 15-1 in Big
Ten play. They traveled to Lexington, Kentucky for the
real success gauge - the NCAA Tournament.
Story by Dan Salomone

the men
The tournament began as Ohio State rolled past Central Connecticut State 78-57, but the free pass would
stop there. The second round pitted the Buckeyes against Xavier, and came back after an eleven point deficit. The team won 78-71 after overtime and the next piece of the puzzle was presented—Tennessee. After
a first half deficit of seventeen points, Ron Lewis' hot hand helped revive the Buckeyes, scoring eighteen
points in the second half. David Lighy's defense and freshman point-guard Mike Conley, Jr. helped secure
the team the win 85-84. "In this tournament, the two most important words are 'survive' and 'advance,'
and we've been very, very fortunate the last couple of games to do those things," said Head Coach Matta.
Ohio State went on to beat Memphis with a 92-76 ease. The Thad Five and its legacy now hung
in the balance of sweet Georgia Dome. The convergence of the two 7-footers Greg Oden and Georgetown's Roy Hibbert left the media salivating in a battle of epic proportions. Ticky-tack foul calling subdued this hyped-up battle as both men found foul trouble. Ohio State went on to clinch a chance at the
National Championship as they downed the Hoyas 67-60 as Conley led the Buckeyes in scoring.
The Gators came in as defending champs with the same strong starting five and consequently
favored to win. Florida's perimeter shooting annihilated the Buckeyes who tried to figure a way to shut
down points in the paint. Al Horford and the rest of the deep lineup proved to be too much for the Buckeyes, and rolled past in an 84-75 victory.
StorN 11 Dan Salomone
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the women
The Lady Buckeyes, ranked number four, began their 16th appearance in the NCAA Tournament by going against the determined Marist Red Foxes, ranked number thirteen, who had gained the outright and
tournament title for the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference. During the game, sophomore Ashlee Trebilcock scored a season best of 23 points while senior Jessica Davenport, who was playing in her 130th and
final game, contributed 13 points along with five rebounds and two assists. Also doing her part was senior
Stephanie Blanton who scored two three pointers while junior Marscilla Packer took one. Defensively,
both sophomore Star Allen and junior Alice Jamen took eight rebounds each, with Jamen taking hers in
eleven minutes. Despite their 34-30 lead at the half and the best efforts of all the women, Marist took the
game with a score of 67-63, thereby ending the Buckeyes' 2007 NCAA Tournament run. This was the first
time that the two teams met on the court, yet it will not be the last. Ohio State is scheduled to play the
Story by Laura Hanby
Red Foxes again in Columbus on December 28.

the tournaments

wrap up
fall and winter

men's swim and dive

men's gymnastics

All sports take time and dedication but when it comes
to men's swimming and diving it takes 51 of the 52
weeks of the year. Many swimmers and divers have
been doing so for years before reaching the college
level, so it is understandable why these sports can be
described as a lifestyle. These sports are lifestyles not
only because of the years of experience most of the
Men's Swimming and Diving teams have but also because of the two-a-day practices five days a week. Not
to mention Saturdays. This total body, 24/7 sport
leaves swimmers and divers not only drained at the
end of the day but sometimes they suffer from back,
shoulder, and muscle pains. These dedicated young
men pulled together to have a great season, finishing third in the Big Ten Tournament and with several swimmers and divers qualifying for the NCAA
Championships, the USA Swimming Spring Championships, and the US Open Diving Championships.

Despite changes in NCAA scoring guidelines that
made competition tougher, the Men's Gymnastics
team rose to the challenge during the 2006-2007 season. Four seniors returned, two of whom competed
in the 2006 USA Visa Championship this past August, but the strength of the team rests within the junior class. DJ Bucher and Jimmy Wickham bring to
the team their valuable experience they have gained
while competing with the U.S. Men's Gymnastics Senior National Team. In December, six members of
the men's team traveled to Moscow, Russia to compete at the 2006 Michael Voronin Cup. Senior Willie
Ito and juniors DJ Bucher and Jimmy Wickham all
earned Big Ten Gymnast of the Week nods this season. The number one ranked Buckeyes earned their
third consecutive Big Ten Championships Title; this
is the first time this has happened in program history, thus commemorating a successful season.
Story by Elizabeth Loker

Story by Courtney Banks

wrap up
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women's gymnastics
The 2006-2007 season finished on a high note for
the Women's Gymnastics team, raising the team's
morale exponentially. They placed first in each event,
winning the All-Ohio Championships. The team also
took fourth place at the Big Ten Championships,
while finishing fifth at the NCAA Central Regional
Championships in Alabama. Juniors Kaylan Clevinger
and Maalika Moore-Thomas were named first-team
All-Big Ten. Clevinger also competed at the NCAA
Women's Gymnastics Championships this year. Coach
Carey Fagan was named the 2007 Big Ten Coach of
the Year. The team had a successful year, considering
they finished the season ranked as number twenty-one,
compared to a number twenty-seven rank in 2006.
Story by Elizabeth Loker

women's ice hockey
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fencing

synchronized swimming

The 2006-2007 season went well for the Ohio State Fencing
Team. The team went undefeated at the New York University
Duals and also at the Ohio State Duals, which they hosted in
February at the French Field House. The team also won their
fifth consecutive Midwest Conference title, winning four of
the six team competitions. The team has finished in the top
four in the country in each of the last five years. Freshman
Sean Harder, who won first place in the 20 and under category of the Junior Olympics, says, "Fencing is an international
sport, so our team is made up of people from all over the
world. We get to compete everywhere, nationally and internationally. It's really cool because you have the opportunity to
make friends with people from around the world. It helps to
build character and also to make you more culturally aware."

The 2007 Synchronized Swimming team entered their season
with fresh faces and routines. The girls came together and
filled in shoes of past seniors by taking on leadership roles and
worked to reach their ultimate goal of earning their 25th Collegiate National Championship. "Coming from a team that had
to regroup, I think we could surprise a lot of people," Coach
Linda Lichter-Witter announced with an optimistic outlook
before the season began. Her hopes for the team were reached
when the girls achieved first place at OSU's Tri-Meet, Jessica
Beck Memorial Meet, and a meet at Keuka. They earned their
16th North Regional championship title along with competing at the U.S. Collegiate Nationals. Synchronized Swimming
continued to amaze their fans, home at the Bill and Mae McCorkle Aquatic Pavilion and away, attracting attention to
their team, solo, duet, and trio competitions. More and more
schools are beginning to start teams and regardless, OSU will
strive to keep their reputation of being the best of the best.

Story by Elizabeth Loker
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Story by Christina Wetzel

Beginning the season with competitive determination,
women's ice hockey began their season beating Northeastern, 9-3, immediately starting the season off by setting a school record for most goals scored in one game.
Many questioned the team's offensive play after loosing
a key offensive player from last season. Head Coach,
Jackie Barto, stated with confidence that "We're going to
focus on our team play and it'll bring out the positive in
everyone and bring out the best in all the players." The
four captains, Amber Bowman, Katie Maroney, Lacey
Schultz, and Tessa Bonhomme led the team throughout
the year to end their regular season with their 18th win,
tying an OSU record, against Minnesota State. The nationally ranked women's ice hockey team consisted of
players that were named to the ALL-WCHA teams and
made their mark at this season's WCHA Tournament as
they fought for a top four finish. The women achieved
their final goal, aside from hitting the back of the net,
by making their first NCAA appearance, bringing OSU
women's hockey to a new level.
Story by Christina Wetzel
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ohio state fencing
fenc

women's volleyball

Eight members of the fencing team ranked
nationally in the USFA point standings. The
team also finished fifth place at the NCAA
Championships.

Outside hitter Anna Szerszen spikes the
ball as middle blocker Danielle Meyer
watches the ball. Meyer was named to
the 2006 All-Big Ten Team, while Szerszen was named to the All-Freshman
Team.
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women's volleyball
Digging in at St. John's Arena, the women's volleyball team
stands tall after another successful season capped off by a run
in the NCAA tournament into the Sweet Sixteen. A seasoned
veteran in the conference, head coach Jim Stone looked to
orchestrate this explosive squad consisting of seven returning
starters, including two players who have received All-American honors—setter Marisa Main and middle blocker Danielle Meyer. Knowing the rigor of playing in the very talented
Big Ten volleyball conference, Stone and company looked to
improve on their previous 22-9 season that reached them into
the second round of the NCAA tournament. With the addition of seven freshmen, the preseason number twenty-three
Buckeyes put the gears in motion by serving up a Championship in the Towson University Invitational.
St. John's Arena played host to the Buckeye Invitational this season, consisting of Lehigh, Northern Illinois, and
Iowa. Playing each other for the first time in program history,
Ohio State defeated Lehigh in the first round 3-0 and went
on to win the invitational sweeping Northern Illinois 3-0. The
squad coasted on to win its first ten matches until falling to
conference rival and defending champion Penn State.
Forging through the blistering conference schedule,
the Buckeyes finished soundly, capping off eight straight shutouts including arch rival Michigan. The Buckeyes marked a
regular season record of 23-7 with all seven losses coming
from the Big Ten conference. With a winning season, an atlarge big to the NCAA tournament was a certainty. After
sweeping their first round opponent, Belmont, the squad went
on to defeat Middle Tennessee, advancing them to the NCAA
Regional Semifinals against Washington, who defeated them
3-0. After drawing to an end, the Ohio State women's volleyball squad can take pride in their hard work and sacrifice.
Story by Daniel Salomonc
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women's swim and dive
Beating Big Ten rival Illinois 157-143 at their season opener,
the 2006-2007 Women's Swimming and Diving season truly
started off with a splash. "We want to win all of our meets and
we have a good shot at that," Head Coach Jeanne Fleck stated
at the beginning of the season. Fleck entered this season as
her eighth year coaching and her expertise truly rubbed off on
the team, evident when they made great wins and achieved
team records. The three captains Stephanie Fennell, Anesa
Beard, and Guslah Gunenc led the team to finish second at
the Ohio State Invitational and to compete against Big Ten
teams and outside opponents as well. With 187 points, the
team finished eighth at the 2007 Big Ten Championships,
which also decided who would go on to qualify for the NCAA
Championships. There, the ladies made six NCAA provisional times, along with a team record in the 200-yard medley.
Three members, Griet Buelens, Julie Broms and Gulsah Gunenc moved on to the 2007 NCAA Swimming and Diving
Championships in Minnesota, where OSU swimming and
diving was competitively represented.
Story by Christina Wetzel
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wrestling
This is one sport where each individual carries a lot of
weight in the name of the team. There are no team relays to earn extra points, there are not any assists to the
winning basket and there certainly are not any subs to
fill in when a fellow teammate gets tired. Each wrestler is responsible for their own individual match. Each
match determines the teams overall standing. Do not
be fooled by the amount of responsibility for the individual, the vision for this wrestling program is centered
on the team. The team spends a lot of time together,
training twice a day, five to six days a week plus weight
lifting sessions almost everyday. These competitors not
only have to be strong but agile, quick and flexible.
These skills are put to the test in the pre-season and
regular season which starts in early September and ends
in mid-March. Third year Jason Johnstone comments,
"In order to accomplish our goals as individuals and
as a team wrestling becomes a year round sport." The
wrestling team finished ninth at the Big Ten Championships and will be sending six wrestlers to the NCAA
Championships.
Story by Courtney Banks

men's volleyball
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men's
hockey
Head Coach John Markell entered his twelfth season this year, determined
to build off and improve on the team's preseason ranking of fourth in the
CCHA coaches poll. With a full slate ahead, including ice hockey juggernauts
Minnesota and rival Michigan, Captain and senior defenseman Sean Collins
knew the team would sacrifice blood, sweat, and tears to launch OSU into
elite standing. Inexperience lay between the pipes this season; freshmen goaltenders Joseph Palmer and Nick Filion would compete for the starting role.
The squad opened the slate with a 1-0 win over Lake Superior State. After a
pair of losses to Minnesota and a tie against CCHA champion Notre Dame,
the Buckeyes entered the Ohio Hockey Classic at Nationwide Arena. The
Buckeyes toppled Minnesota-Duluth to advance them into the championship
game against in-state competitor number four Miami. The senior experience
proved to be too much for the Redhawks as the Bucks rallied from a two-goal
deficit. All five goals were scored by seniors, downing Miami 5-3 to win the
Championship played on New Year's Eve. Markell noted, "Our goal was to
do what was necessary. Hopefully we will keep moving forward in the new
year a spirited bunch." The Buckeyes ended the season 15-17-5 (12-12-4
CCHA) with Joseph Palmer receiving All-Rookie team accolades and Mathieu Beaudoin earning Ohio State's Scholar-Athlete of the Year Award.
Story by Dan Salomone
.11111104, 'MPOPIP.MIW

One piece of advice when attending a Men's Volleyball
match: duck. The Men's Volleyball team strikes, spikes
and serves with such strength that not only do they
outplay their opponents, they can also cause a bit of
crowd participation. These Midwestern Intercollegiate
Volleyball Association (MIVA) Tournament champions
not only cause a stir in the crowd but they serve up stiff
competition on the court. With a season record of 22
wins and 3 loses, it's no wonder why these gentlemen
are champions. One reason may because of excellent
leadership found in MIVA Coach of the Year, Pete Hanson. Daniel Matthews, a setter, was voted the MIVA
Player of the Year and was named to the First Team All
Conference. Six total members of the team were chosen to join the MIVA All Conference teams. These great
honors only reflect the amazing season of the Men's
Volleyball team.
Story by Courtney Banks
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With six returning letter winners, women's golf had a great number
of leaders and experienced women on the golf course. The team
had the opportunity to practice on the renovated Golf Club Scarlet
Course, which just finished last year. -We've got a place to play
that's as tough as we arc going to see all year," Head Coach Therese
Hession commented. "I think having Scarlet as our home course
will be a tremendous advantage and will really improve our players'
short game."
Two new freshmen and a junior transfer filled in the open spots
and added new talent to make a competitive team. The ladies found
themselves up against many competitors but the Buckeyes stepped
up their game and finished sixth at the Dr. Donnis Thompson Invitation in Honolulu along with placing fourth at the Big Ten Championship, a big accomplishment for the ladies.
Dana Je, a senior, made a big impact on the NCAA Central
Regional Tournament when she moved up 21 spots to earn a score
of 222 to tie for fifteenth among the other competing women. After placing eleventh at the NCAA Central Regional tournament and
ending their season, women's golf left the season with great memories and high hopes for the next season.
Story by Christina Wetzel

track and field

rowing

Men and women's track and field had another successful season, making new records and setting higher standards. Robert Gary began his first season coaching men's track and field
and Karen Dennis also entered her first season with leading
women's track and field. Both coaches were very enthusiastic about being apart of Ohio State's tradition and hoped to
achieve academic and athletic accomplishments for their athletes during the upcoming season. The women placed third at
the All-Ohio Championships and placed tenth with 35 team
points at the Big Ten Championship. There, sophomore Ayrizanna Favours was runner up in the 200-meter dash and
Veronica Jatsek, a junior thrower, made an impact for OSU
when she threw a record toss 208 feet, two inches. Men's
track and field also placed third at the All-Ohio Championship and earned ninth place overall with 52 points at the Big
Ten Championships. Elon Simms and Matt Comber contributed to the overall score greatly by placing second and fourth
in the 400-meter hurdles.

Heading into the season, the Buckeye women's rowing
team had a lot to live up to. "Last year we won a Big
Ten Championship, a regional championship, put all
of our boats in the NCAA Grand Finals and scored
more points than we ever have before," said Head
Coach Andy Teitelbaum. With seventeen returning
members and fifteen newcomers, Teitelbaum was cautiously optimistic. "Obviously we would love to equal
or do better than last year, but I think doing anything
that upholds the tradition that's been established over
the last decade would be a measure for most teams of a
very successful season."
It looks as though the team is well on their way
to accomplishing this goal seeing as their First Varsity
Eight is, at the time of this writing, holding the third
place spot in the CRCA/USRowing poll with wins
against former number one Princeton and number
two Virginia. These wins earned
the girls two Big Ten Boat of the
Week honors for the respective
weeks of March 26 and April 2.
In the following competitions
they went on to defeat Tennessee, Michigan, and Michigan
State. After defending their Big
Ten Championship title on April
28 in Madison, Wisconsin the
girls look to defend their Central
Regional championship title on
May 12-13 before appearing at
the NCAAs on May 25-27.

Story by Christina Wetzel

Story by Laura Hanby

women's tennis

With a 2007 recruiting class that ranked eighth in a poll conducted by tennisrecruiting.net and nine strong returning members, Head Coach Chuck Merzbacher and the women of the The Ohio State University women's tennis squad were optimistic
coming into the 2007 season.
"If this team comes together and progresses, it can certainly compete with the top teams in the Big Ten Conference, fight
for the title, and qualify for the NCAA tournament. I'm looking forward to seeing what we can do," said Merzbacher.
Holding strong at the number 46 spot on the Fila ITA Rankings, at the time of this writing, the Buckeyes have certainly
shown their worth. Their victories included a 4-3 upset over then ranked number sixteen Wichita State followed by a 4-3 win
Story by Laura Hanby
over number 51 spot holder, Minnesota.
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men's tennis

women's lacrosse

Game, set and match was the theme for this year's men's tennis team, finishing with an overall record of 30-2, a top record
in the history of the team's existence. The men also were undefeated in the Big Ten Conference, proving that they were
a golden team to beat. Starting the season off at the number
three spot, the Buckeyes wavered between second and third
their entire season, not going to the top, certainly not falling.
They made it to the NCAA Quarterfinals as a team, but fell to
the Fighting Illini.
"We've lived a charmed life this year. We've won a lot
of matches this season. Hopefully we'll come back next year,
but this one hurts," stated Head Coach Ty Tucker, about his
team's loss in the quarterfinals. Four more Buckeyes would
continue on in individual play, each being successful but not
making it to the top.
Steven Moneke, Bryan Koniecko and Devin Mullings advanced to the singles portion of the NCAA tournament, while
Mullings and Chris Klingemann advanced to the doubles segment. Moneke, a sophomore, was the farthest to advance in
the tournament at the quarterfinals level, while his teammates
did not make it to the quarterfinals. As a whole, the entire
team set records and received many awards during this season.
A school record was set with thirty victories in one season, the
most consecutive wins with twenty in one season and the best
winning percentage at .938 for the Buckeyes.
The 2007 Big Ten Coach of the Year helped lead the
men to an undefeated home court for the fourth year in a row.
Four men's tennis players were in the All-Big Ten selections
for the year, setting yet another school record, including Justin
Kronauge's 2007 Big Ten Freshman of the Year.

With thirteen returning letter winners, ten starters and eight
new freshmen, women's lacrosse entered the season with a
competitive spirit. During her twelfth season as head coach,
Sue Stimmel led the women through a tough schedule, which
included some of the best teams in the nation. Although the
team did not win as many of those games that they hoped for,
those teams helped prepare and motivate the girls to play at
a higher level. "The whole team stepped it up this year, and
it definitely showed," sophomore Kristen Hannon remarks.
"The maturity we developed in our play throughout the season will make us even more competitive next year." The team
achieved an overall record of 9-5 while making some big wins
against Penn State, Virginia Tech and St. Bonaventure.
Story by Christina Wetzel

Story by Rachacl Zinn'
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Spring brings not only flowers, but also fresh white chalk on the field at
Bill Davis Stadium, where the Buckeye baseball team excelled during the
2007 season. The beginning of the season started out wonderfully, where
the Buckeyes won fifteen straight games, but got considerably harder
as time would pass. The Buckeyes would not be brought down, as they
would prevail to the Big Ten Tournament in May.
Ohio State was the first six seeded team to capture the Big Ten Tournament title, but that title did not accompany the regular season Big Ten
Championship. The tournament was rattled with shocking wins over the
numbers three, one and two seeds being knocked out by the Buckeyes.
Winning the Big Ten Tournament title, Ohio State received an automatic
bid into the NCAA Tournament, where 64 teams were bracketed for postseason action.
For the first round in the Regionals, the Buckeyes could not survive the
Cajuns of Louisiana-Lafayette, losing by one run and a 5-4 score. This
would not get the best of our men, since the number three bracketed squad
was looking to stay around in the tournament a little longer than losing the
first two games and being eliminated. As the team beat number four Le
Moyne, the number one Texas A&M team were the next victims on the
NCAA list. As the pitches would come and go, Texas A&M got the best
of Ohio State, beating the men with a 10-3 score and knocking Ohio State
out of their eighteenth tournament appearance.
"I'm proud of what this team accomplished. They had to fight through
a lot of adversity. I think that our future is bright. We'll have to see what
the draft does to us, but we could have a strong nucleus coming back next
year," stated Head Coach Bob Todd. Junior Cory Luebke was awarded
the Big Ten Conference Pitcher of the Year, and five other teammates were
honored at the same time. Eric Fryer, catcher and junior, was awarded
second team in the All-Big Ten. Third team All-Big Ten honors went to
outfielders Matt Angle and J.B. Shuck and first baseman Justin Miller.
Story by Rachael Zinn'

basebaCC159

hit or miss
The Ohio State Buckeye Softball team clinched
it's first Big Ten Tournament title ever this
season, as well as the Big Ten regular season
championship and it's first automatic bid into
the NCAA Tournament for the bragging right
for the best collegiate softball team. The 25th
ranked Buckeyes made their fifth trip to the
NCAA Tournament, where the only two home
losses occurred during the NCAA Regionals hosted at Buckeye Field. Snow and rain
plagued the team during the season, with eight
cancelled games and two postponed games.
The end record for the year was 40-18, with
the biggest loss being a margin of nine runs.
Most notably, senior Jamee Juarez was
at the top of the softball roster in records and
awards for the season. She was named Most
Valuable Player for the third consecutive season as well as Big Ten Player of the Week for
three consecutive weeks. She played all but
one game in the 169 games in her Ohio State
career, and holds no lower than a number five
ranking in the history books at Ohio State in
many categories. Head Coach Linda Kalafatis
was announced the 2007 Big Ten Coach of the
Year and Sam Marder, freshman, became the
first freshman to be named the Buckeyes' offensive player of the year. Seven other Lady
Buckeyes were honored by the Big Ten Conference for their accomplishments in softball.
Jamee Juarez, Sam Marder and Courtney

op-i-iiimg=

160 sports

Pruner were on the first team selections for
the Big Ten, with Jamee Juarez honored her
fourth all-conference honors for her four years
at Ohio State. Brittany Vanderink was honored
with second team selections, while Christina
Douglas, Megan Schwab and Lauren Daykin
were honored with third team honors.
Throughout the entire season, the Lady
Buckeyes never gave up, always fighting their
way back into possible post season play. They
were officially ranked at the number twentyone position after their NCAA Regional play.
With a double elimination in play, Cal State
Fullerton lost their first match to Ohio State.
After a tough fight against Virginia Tech, the
Buckeyes were faced with Cal State yet again,
for a rematch that would be memorable.
Cal State took both games in Regional play,
knocking out Ohio State. Head Coach Kalafatis stated, "This team did things no other team
in Ohio State history has done. They were Big
Ten Champs, Big Ten Tournament Champs,
they worked hard and played gutsy. There seniors had great careers here and really worked
hard for us."
Story by Rachael Zinni

up to t e challenge
No longer live the days of golf being for the old, rich and
retired. Golf is alive and well in the men's golf team.
Woods, putters, and irons are the tools that help these men
propel that tiny white ball into a tiny hole on the green.
There are the obvious hazards: bunkers, water and the
rough can add strokes to the player's score. The biggest
losers, of strokes that is, are the biggest winners in this
game. The men's golf team finished with the low collective
score of 1205 and an average of 301.25 per round for four
rounds. This score helped them to finish fourth in the Big
Ten Championship. Senior David Vanilla tied for fourth in
a four way tie with a score of 295.
Story by Courtney Banks
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pte-law fraternity. pistol club.
the buckeye barbeque club.
matt couch. amnesty Intel national. the ohio union. student involvement. college democrats.
campus leaders. bowling. service projects. buckeyethon to
raise money for the children's
hospital. ballroom dance association. pre-pharmacy club.
community commitment. muslim american society. student
government. habitat for humanity. student involvement
fait. future business leaders of
america. alpha eta rho. mortar board. the ski club. buckeye badminton club. campus
girl scouts. archery club. prevet club. cycling. the source.
over 800 registered student
organizations. human rights
campaign. campus crusade
for christ. Japanese club. the
student activity fee. rifle club.
diving club. makio yearbook.
puerto rican student association. roller hockey club. african
youth league. acacia fraternity. national society of collegiate scholars. meteorology
club. allies for diversity. csss.
american civil liberties union.
FACE AIDS. monopoly club.
the asian american association. romophos honor society.
student global aids campaign.
black law student association.
block 0. hunger elimination
project. free the planet. Jewish
queers and allies. phi sigma
pi. lebanese student organization. campus green party.
chess club. chinese american
student association. holocaust
awareness council. off the lake
productions. pagan student association. roots and shoots.
paranormal research and investigation group. club hispano.
crew. Indian american association. mock trial. pre-dental
club. medieval and renaissance
performers guild. minority psychology student association.
entomology graduate student
association. tango osu. society
of women engineers. zoology
club. sphinx. epsilon psi epsilon. peer advocated for total
health. formula buckeyes. helix
tri-beta. scrabble club. sigma
alpha. mercy for animals. mosaic magazine. running club.
optometry student council. capture the flag club. ouab. dance
team. what a geek. ohioPIRG.
rugby. stitch n snitch. students
for sensible drug policy. summit
students. swing dance club. the
clap. guitar player's club.
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Even though Ohio State has a co-ed squad
that performs at various sporting events,
the all-girl squad is the 'typical' cheer squad
that one can expect to see. The all-girl positions differ from that of co-ed squads,
with girls bearing the responsibilities of being bases, flyers and spotters, typically held
by guys in the co-ed squads.
"Our program is very independent of
the coed team and draws a totally different
cheer athlete. Recruiting from a different
talent pool and recruiting a different type
of cheer athlete allows us to thrive and be
successful without regard or conflict with
the coed team and their goals," states Head
Coach Joey Delaney. Animosity between
the squads is non-existent, since each team
competes in different competitions and
serves different and unique purposes at
Ohio State.
Tryouts are held in the fall and spring,
testing the girl's stunting, tumbling and

e

cheering abilities. Every girl needs to have
average cheer skills, gymnastics and stunting skills to be considered for the squad.
After one makes the team, practices are
held at Jesse Owens Rec Center North and
another off campus gymnasium. These
practices are held three times per week for
three hours, with outside workouts being a
must along with extra practices when cornpetitions and other functions arise.
Several Midwest/East Coast area competitions are held and lead up to the NCA
College National Cheer Championships in
Daytona Beach, Florida. Currently, the
All-Girl Cheer squad is a top ten team in
the national polls and has won several open
national titles. The Homecoming parade,
pep rallies and Mentor's Day programs are
some Ohio State related activities the girls
cheer at.
Story by Rachael Zinni

Building agriculture's leaders of tomorrow is the vision of Alpha Zeta Partners, an
agricultural honorary entering its ninth year of existence at Ohio State. AZP was founded on
the principles of scholarship, leadership, fellowship and service, and today continues to instill
these principles in its members.
"My perspective of leadership was improved - I thought leadership meant I could do it
all, I was capable, I could get things done when others didn't, I could take charge. But I realized
it meant a lot more about relationships than independence, and about communicating and
networking than doing it all on my own," commented Christian Clonch, when asked about the
impact AZP has had on his college career.
Every year about twenty of the most promising students from the College of Food, Agriculture and Environmental Science are selected to participate in a two-year leadership-training program. Through those two years the students will be guided through three leadership
seminars and a six-week study abroad program centered near Sao Paulo, Brazil. "I definitely
loved going to Brazil. It was an amazing time and we created memories that will last a lifetime," stated Amanda Meddles.
Included in these seminars is a weekend-long trip to Hocking Hills where they studied leadership strategies and participated in team building activities. Diversity was the main
topic of their second seminar where they spoke with many Columbus residents of diverse
backgrounds, and gave an afternoon to help out at the St. John's Community Kitchen.
While in Brazil, these students spent about two and a half weeks in the classroom
learning about international economics, agriculture and sociology. While not in the classroom, they spent their time on guided tours of the country, traveling to major agriculture producers and research centers. Each student was also paired up with a host family whom they
were able to spend a weekend with and get a taste of Brazilian culture.
Upon their return from Brazil AZP members were given a short break before they
traveled again, this time to Washington D.C. In our nation's capital they studied important
topics relating to organizational change and were given the opportunity to speak with influential individuals relating to their careers of interest.
In addition to the many service and fundraising events AZP participates in around
the campus area, this year AZP began an initiative to improve the condition of social diversity
on the CFAES campus. Included in this was a diversity movie series that was open to all Ohio
State students. Movies that were shown included North Country and Hotel Rwanda, and free
popcorn and soda were provided for all attendees.
Story by Kyle Anderson

168 organizations

acpiia zeta yartners169

Alpha

to •RhQ

isnotalsnca1
greek orga ation.

Alpha Eta Rho is a professional fraternity that welcomes
anyone with an interest in aviation. In preparation for a
career in their field, many students join to build networks
within the aviation field. Eric Piime, president of Alpha
Eta Rho described the organization as "a great way to meet
people with similar interests, it also helped me get a job."
Besides a way to build future networks, AHP includes
aviation in its time off as a way to have fun and relax. The
Vittes=•-••...-

highlight of the year for AHP may very well be the annual aviation conference. This year's conference focused
on Aviation Security in an Unsecure World and included

mommil=fft:a•lrair.!'"
17%

speakers from the university and aviation community.
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Story by Stoen Burleson
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Historical groups from Ohio gave
live demonstrations during the
Faire. Olentangy Motley Morris and
Sword, The Blade Brothers, and
NERO-WAR were just a few of the
organizations that performed at the
Faire.

t.

a blast from the

ast

When students walked through campus on May 5th, many were shocked
to find swordsmen, and acrobats walking around the south oval lawn. The
annual Medieval & Rensaissance Faire had once again taken over the OSU
campus.
This year's faire was titled "The Jewel and the Nightingale." The Council
for the Medieval and Renaissance Faire organized the event with the help
of the Medieval and Renaissance Perfomer's Guild, who also formed the
cast of the Faire. The performers also came from various OSU organizations, including the Society for Creative Anachronism, the Arts and Sciences
Student Council and the Pagan Student Association.
Some of the performances this year included sword fighting, comedy acts
and skits, singing and dancing, and acrobats. Historical groups provided
free demonstrations to the public, while games provided more hands on
activities, such as dueling using padded swords.
A number of outside vendors came to sell period-related items, including
clothing, jewelry, masks, and candles. Although most of the vendors came
from Columbus, others made their way from as far away as Michigan.

172

Story by Tori Steinbach

organizations

medieval and renaissance fairel

73

cook

steak
The Buckeye Barbeque Qlub
hosted their first annual Steak
Cookoff on May 6, 2007. The
challenge between the Qlub and
City Barbeque ended in a tie
when students decided they liked
the Qlub's beef brisket and the
restaurant's pork.

174 organizations

buckeye barbeque g1ub175

RA'3U815
One can only imagine the amount of trash and waste that accumulates
from a University as large as Ohio State. The Students for Recycling organization works through the year to make recycling easier for the Ohio
State community. One of the events they hold is Dump & Run OSU. This
event is held at the end of spring quarter, when most students are moving
out of their apartments or dorms. The organization collects items from
the students, and gathers it for a massive yard sale that is held at Welcome
Week of the next school year. Volunteers from this and other student organizations gather for sorting sessions at the end of spring quarter, to weed
through the items donated. All money raised from this event is given to
charity. This school year marked the fourth Dump & Run event held at
OSU.
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MANRR, which stands
for Minorities in Agriculture, Natural Resources, and Related
Sciences, is a national
non-profit society. This
year the group's activities included participation in a community
garden project.
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involvment fair. rain on the
oval. makio table. free food
you don't really want but you
eat anyway. dorm photos.
student portraits. signing up
for random clubs. graduating
seniors photos. campus organizations. getting involved.
getting overly involved. student
organization funding. farewell
to the ohio union dinner. group
photos. move to ohio stadium.
meetings in the rpac. primary
leaders. student organization
awards. buckeye barbeque
qlub. usg. outsanding students.
day in the life of. average osu
student. not-so avearge osu
student. commencment speaker president william clinton. karen a. holbrook. making friends
in the dorms. pulling your first
all [lighter. alumni association.
archie griffin. carmen ohio. june
10, 2007. college of engineering. college of optometry. college of social work. college of
arts. college of biological sciences. college of mathematical
and physical sciences. college
of arts and sciences. college of
social and behavioral sciences.
college of social and behavioral
sciences. college of humanities. college of medicine. college of food, agricultural and
enviromental sciences. college
of law. college of business.
college of dentistry. college of
nursing. college of pharmacy.
masters. phd. cum laude. honors. magna cum laude. college
deans. cap and gown. tassel
color. running to class. people
who sit in the back of the lecture hall. the lucky few who
have seen the albino squirrel.
taking foreign languages for ,
fun. participating in psychology
100 research and getting class
credit for it. finishing assingments right before class. taking a coffee break before class.
campus grind regulars. people

who practically live at the librarles. people who live at sel. rpac
frequenters. cabs bus drivers.
people who answer all the questions in class. people who only
go to the midterms and finals.
living on coffee and red bull.
switching majors. adding majors and minors. pre-law. prevet. pre-med. lsats and mcats.
gres. graduate school. students who study abroad. chem
students who walk to class
holding their pre-put together
molecular models to save time
during exams. bundling and debundling before and after class
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A look around Ohio State's campus will find another set of creatures that call OSU home. Mirror
Lake is synonymous for the ducks that inhabit the
area. Also, any visitor or student is likely to see
4,4:4

one of the many squirels that call the oval home.

Alpha Eta Rho

African American Heritage Festival Council

Agriculture Education Society

190 group _photos

people o

ACLU at OSU

Association for Computing Machines

Alpha Omega Epsilon

Baker Hall Council

Alpha Zeta Partners

192 group _photos
Ballroom Dance Association

Block 0 Executive Staff

Chrisitan Graduate Student Alliance

Central Ohio Flute Association

194 group photos
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College Democrats

Folclor Hispano

College of Education and Human Ecolog

Filipino Student Association

196 group _photos

Free the Planet

people o

Hospitality Management Association

MANRRS Community Garden Project Mirrors Sophomore Honorary
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Kappa Omicron Nu

198 g rou p _photos
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Masters Accounting Association

people
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Mock Trial Club

OSU All Girls Cheerleading

200 group _photos

Ohio State Dance Team

Ohio Staters

people of
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SIL Ohio Union Activities Board

Public Relations Student Society of America

Peer Advocates for Total Health
Pre-Health Giving Back

202 group photos

people of osu
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Puerto Rican Student Association

Resident Hall Advisory Council

Romophos Sophomore Class Honorary

Running Club

Sigma Alpha

Students for Recycling

Student Alumni Council

Summit Students

TangoOSU

Ta for Hall Council

The Clap Humor Newspaper
Taste of OSU

people of osu209
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Wrestling Club at OSU

USG Senate

210 group photos
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Jennifer Alicea
James Ambrosio
Godfred J. Amonor
Bryce Anderson

Emily Anderson
Kimberly Anderson
Kyle E. Anderson
Vincent P. Antonucci

Allison Ardis
Danielle Arnold
Aik Aroutiounian
Tekle Dagnew Atalay

Emily Hehl
Jon Abbott
Jacqueline Abreo
Ashley Adamovich

Gilberto Aguirre
Omar Hussein Ahmed
Kikelomo Akeredolu
Lindsay Alexander

212P e •919 re

Jessica Augenstein
Amber Auten
Bryan G. Baines
Wendy Bak

Stacie Baker
Jonathan D. Balash

Imiors213

Jessica Banks
Shaza Banna
Kelly Anne Marie Basler
Kyle Bauer

Karen Marie Beyer
Harish Suresh Bhatia
Austin Black
Brian Blake

Mark Bauer
Tashiana Beamon
Letitia Bean
Ashley Nicole Beathard

Alison Bland
Jennifer Blanza
Ernest Boakye
Dawn Bobel

Zane Beathard
Alan Beck
Eric Belknap
Danielle Bell

David Bockarie
Tess Bodinar
Jena Bolte
Nicholas Andrew Boston
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Matthew Bernard
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Cameron Macrae Bouton
Joel Box
Kerrie Boydman
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John Betts
Hannah Bey

Stephanie Rose Boyer
Steven R. Bratton
Valerie Breeze
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Bridgette Leann Campbell
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Igor Brin
Matthew Brohm

Peter Brookis
Michael Richard Brooks
Amelia Brown
Anthony Christopher Brown

Jonathan Campbell
Carl Cancasci
Erin Capitosti
Lindsey Capparuccini
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Arnay C. Brown
Gregory Brown
Gwen Brown
Shannon Brown

Rashaan Cargile
Alison Carnevale
Becky Carpenter
Rodney Carpenter

Juveline Burdin
Shira Burg
Erin Burkett
Steve Burleson

Patrick Carr
Anthony Carroll
Ali B. Casino
Eric J. Caspary Jr.
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Mark Andrew Casperson
Nicole Cassidy

James Clark
Abbey Kathleen Cleland
Tiffany Clemons
Amanda Clifton

William Christopher Catt
Kelly Caventer

Richard Clum
Sheila Cohara
Jamie Lynn Cohn
Barbara Colberg

Joshua David Cavinee
York Chambers
Adam Champion
Kevin Chan
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Natasha D. Coleman
Camilla Collins
Stephanie Karen Collins
David Colner

Casey Chapman
Ted Charlton
Celeste Chavis
Li-Jung Chen

Richard Colvin
Sheri M. Conner
Anthony Contini
Christina Cook

Xi Chen
Christopher W. Cheraso
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David Clark
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Michelle Corbin
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Emily Cortright
Nick Cowan
Amber Cox
James Cropcho

Carla Mariesol Depozzio
Jennifer Joan Dettloff
Chase Anthony Dettorre
Amanda Leigh Detwiler

Michelle Cropp
Courtney Crosswhite
Kaneeka Dalton
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Kyle Dorsey
Mamadou Doumbia
Ralph J.S. Dover III
Kelli Downey

Reyna Vanessa Doyle
Jacqueline Lee Driskell
Adam Dunkelberger
Katie Dunn

Betina Dunson
Craig W. Duplain
Kristin Dupps
Robert Dysart

Ronald J. Eavers II
Eric Eugene Ebron
Erin Elizabeth Egelhoff
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Rachel Ewing
Michael Faul
David Faulkner
Hugh Macy Favor III

Angela Fedak
Josh Feldman
Nikalete Fellows
Celia Fenell

Valerie Eifert
Anime Ekpoany
Sameh Elguizaoui
Mhammed Elkhalfy

Eric Fenn
Charles William Fenton
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Courtney M. Elson
Kevin Emden
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Kelly Flanagan
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Patrick J. Fleckenstein

Justin Englert
Colleen Marie English
Brandy Anne Erwin
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Christopher Alan Foley
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Lauren Fortner
Daniel Reginald Foster
Mark Foster
Douglas Fox

Stacey Fox
Katherine Ann Frake
Michael Frazee
Scott Freeman

Fatisha Frierson
Matthew Gaddis
Lindsay Renee
Michael Gallucci

Jamie Galvin
Gerald Gargollo
Sharon Garrett
Alison Gentry
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Kimberly Grace
Erin Gray
Chelsea Elizabeth Green
Kristin Green
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Michelle Gregg-Skinner
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Angela Jane Gresser

Scott Greytak
Sorinna Griffin

Michael Grimm
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Amy Guethlein
Jesse Singh Gurm
Justin Gusching
Patrece Hairston

Julie Haley
Rochelle Hallanita
Nicole-Dasha Hallashanti
Brittany Hall

Kristina Hall
Phillippe Hall
Wesley Hammer
Erica Hampshire

Katie Hauck
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Mannika Heard

Mikia Heard
Leyna Hebert
Elizabeth Heckler
Robert Hedger

Trevor Hedges
Abigail May Hefflinger
David Raymond Heimann
Kate Heinlein

Joohee Han
Stefanie Hannaford
Laura Harpster
Malisha Harris

Thomas Andrew Henery
David Hensel
Cheryl Marie Herholz
Sarah M. Herringshaw

Washington Bryant
Carley Jo Hartings

Ryan Herron
Randolph Hewitt
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Heather Heyob
Katherine Rose Hickey
Daniel Patrick Hogan
Mallory Holland

Amanda Ireton
Bernardus Iskandar
Richatta Ivy
Angela Izzo

Tobias Hollohazy
Cedric Holman
Bianca Hope
Erin S. Horan

Emily Jalkanen
Christine James
Corey James
Robert Edward Javorek

Christina Frances Horn
Mari D. Horowitz
Jennifer Eileen Houk
Melissa House

Jasmin Jenkins
Lindsey Jensen
Lidiann Hesha Johnson
Kyle Jones

Frank Houst
Nathan Huffman
Johnita Hughes
Eric Turner Hurless

Lee Ann Hysell
Ashley Iagulli
Erin Ineman
Patrick Ingham
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Hee Jung Joo
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Wooill Jung
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Meshach Kanyion
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Tatyana Karakay
John Karl
Seth Kaufman
Jennifer Kearns

Caroline M. Keenan
Kim Keinath
Michelle Kenenr
Emmon Khan

Braden Kiser
Sheldon Kitts
Karen OKlickenger
Adam Kling

Salman Khan
Brian Arthur Kiel
Heather R. Kile
James Kilgore
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Jum Kim
Kyeung Hwan Kim
John Kimmel

Marcia King
Nicholas Adam Kingzett
Joshua Scott Kinzel
Latrice Kirby
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Michael Knab
Andrew Knochelmann
Stephen Knoepfler
William Koch

Chad Koenig
Diana Kohn
A.J. Kolbeck
Saffiatu Koroma
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Alicia Kosko
Nycole Koyano

David Kramer
James Kramer

Chandra M. Krempel
Timothy Kunkel
Chris Kurtz
Sarah Kathleen Kusey

Justen La Plante
Grant LaFontaine
Shanna LaFontaine
Ashley Lamp
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Allison Landoll
Boris Lantsman
Andreas Larisch
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Andrew Lather
Julie Lather
Edward Lau
Nicholas Lauvray
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Amanda Brooke Leary
Aram Lee
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Eun Na Lee
Hee Sang Lee
Kwong Ying Lee
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Sean Lewis
Yorell Lewis
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Sarah Luthman
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Noah Lichterman
Denice D. Liggins
Kari Lind

Tessa Lutz
Cam Ly

Hannah Lindsey
Danielle Little
Jason Lockett
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John Loop
Ashley Lorenz
Connie Ann Louie
Brittany Low

Melissa Ann Lowe
Christopher Roy Lucas
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Aslexandra MacMeeklin
Nora Hamdy Makky
Nichole Malacara
Stephen Mangiacotti

Lisa Mannina
Melissa Manzone
Mary Marasco
Valerie Marckel

Anne Markes
Courtney Martin
Darian Martin
Silvia Mata
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Jeremy M. Matheny
Jeffrey Steven Maurin
Morgan Maxwell
Emily Mazur

Sarah Mc Clure
Tanya Mc Day
Meredith Mc Donald
DeRon Mc Intyre

Jessica G. McCleland
Troy McCracken
Erin McDaniels
Aislinn Riley McIntyre

Britney McKibben
Tara Lauren McKim
Ashley Lauren McLean
Blake Anthony McMullin

Maria McNeely
Rachael Meade
Katrina Mehling
Chris Meierling
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Ezana Mekonnen
Kathryne E Menard
Lindsay Menigat
Amy Meyer

Lauren Meyer
Celina Meyers
Sarah Michalos
Thomas Midle

Rachel Virginia Mignogna
Rachael Miles
Angela Miller
Delmas Miller

Lauren Miller
Matthew Miller
Vishal Mistry
Ryan Mitchell

Allison Molyet
Brendan Monaghan
Janet Lynn Montis
Nick Morella
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David Morgan
Julie Morris
Laura Moser
Brian Mottice

Eric James Nolan
Tore Nolan
Diana Norwood
Amy Nusbaum

Saskia Mueller
Lisa Mulroy
Genard Carlos Munoz
Patricia Lee Murphy

Sharon O'Brien
Heather Ann O'Connell
Sarah O'Connor
Daniel O'Diam

Brandy Myers
Brittany Nau
Travis Nauman
Cullen Naumoff

Kellie O'Meara
Amber Odom

Anikwenzw Ogbue
Toshihiro Okada

Rachel Onaylor
Ryan Neal
Kaitlin Condy Neely
Russell E Nelson III

Elizabeth Nestinger
Patricia Ng
Erwin Nitimulio
Jeremiah Nofuell
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Chelsea Ostrander
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Sheila Pabon
Joshua Shea Pace
Elizabeth Pages
Stacie Pancoast

Maria Paniccia
Bhairav Panwala
Matthew Papatheodorou
Nali Park

Vou Jyung Park
Justin Park-Baker
Jason Parrish
Megan Partlow

Heather Paul
Andrew Paulus
Anthony Pavleski
Caryl Anne Pena

Daryl Adam Pena
Jaclyn Pepper
Luke Perez
Ladeanna Perkins
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Matthew Petersheim
Marc Peugeot
Brian Pfau
Adam Pierson

Dominique Pierson
Eric Piime
Phil Pinter
Brandon Pittman

Kevin Ponziani
Shelley Porter
Vincent T Prawira
Derrick Pressley

Tara Price
Megan L Prince
David B Pryor
Shawn Pugh

Carrie Lynn Pummill
Nidhi Punja
Jonathan Pyzik
Shannon Quinn
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Javier Ramos
Austin Randolph
Sarah Rau
Anthony Ray

David Reed
Stephany Rees
Katherine Reeves
Ellen Kay Regennitter

Jennifer Richards
Joseph Lawrence Rickard
Janelle L Riethman
Grant Riley

Grant Riley
Alan Douglas Ringle
Yetemeneu Riskie
Joanne Ritter

Joseph Reilly

Stephanie Rittichier
Valerie Roberts
Christopher Robertson
Danielle Ann Robinson

Kate Renner

Berteena Rollins
Valerie Rose
Jason Ross
Monica Anna Rostocki

Tamika Rentas
Benjamin Rethmel
Rachel Ricart
Paul Ricca
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Matt Rowenczak
Kerry Ruberg
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Lisa Rucker
Anthony Rudd
Lauren Ruddock
Derek Rust

Jennifer Rutledge
Sean W Saffell
Connor Sage
Lydia Sandoval Saldivar

Samue Saldivar
Todd Salter
Justine Sanchez
Kathryn Sanders

Aubrey Lynn Seeger
Tanya Marie Seibel
Tarig Seifullah
Shana Sellers

Cameron Sharp
Shanell L Sharp
Nicole Sharrock
Amanda Shea

Stephen Sherer
Alex Shernoff
Alecia Shipe
Jenna Shock

Bruce Sanderson
Lane Scarberry
Adam Marshall Schart
Jonathan Scheiderer

Rukku Singla
Matt Skalak
Karri Marie Slattery
Samantha Smeak

Bradley Schneider
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Jesse P Searls
Joel Searls

Janan Smith
Kristin Nicole Smith
Linda Smith
Thomas Smith
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Lindsay Snyder
Brittney Souslin
Mark Speer
Bridget Stachurski

Lindsey Stout
Paul Stover
Charles Straka
Alexis Strapko

Jeff Stanford
Mike Starr
Kelsey Erin Staub
Victoria Steinbach

Lauren Kimberly Strohacken
Wan-Hui Su
Jiyoung Sung
Sarah Surrena
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Staci Stellhom
Shelli Stepp
Shawnell Stevenson
April Melissa Stewart

Andy Svendsen
Craig Scott Szymczak
Mohamed Taha
Arie H Tan

Charee Stewart
Jared Stewart
Jason Stewart
Josua Andrew Stewart

Stephanie Tancous
Emily Tatman
Kevin Taylor
Kevin Eugene Taylor

Florencia Stier
Alexander Stitt
Keisha Stockell
Clare Stork
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Nicole Renee Taylor
Aglbu Tejan-Jallon
Cassandra Thatcher
Keith Thomas
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Lonnie Thomas
Britney Thompson
Brooke Thompson
Christy Ann Thompson

Erin Thompson
Tracie Thorp
Molly Thorpe
David Thrasher
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Brian Walker
Jill Walker
Bradley Waller
Brad Walls

Christopher Ward
Sandra Ward
Christina Warne
Cherelle Lyn Washington

Matthew Stephen
Aaron Tomes
Nichelle M Travis
Monique Trice

Danielle Washington
Kate Wehri
Chris Weiss
Jia Weiya

Eric Trinter
Dereje Tsegaw
George Tuan-Mu
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Christine Wentworth
Bridget Wesley
Akilah West
Brandon West

Samuel Usmani
Adam Van Hart
Michael Veres
Danelle Violet

Megan Beth Vojtkofsky
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Cassandra F Wadsworth
Aaron Waldorf
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Sharonda Whatley
Christina Whisler
Justin T Whitaker
April White

Robert Wilson
Wayne Wilson
Dorothy Winecoff
Lauren Winfree
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Sameko Whiteside
Jessica Whittenberger
Erica Wicks
Mario Widj aj a

Sean Winfree
Andrea Wise
Domonique Wong
Charelle J Wright

Samantha Wiggins
Jonathan A Will
Devan Willemen
Briana Williams

Julia Wright
Xiao Xing
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Chris Williams
Eboni Williams
Jaqualia Williams
Shahera Williams

Kathleen Yeso
Song I Yoon
Lindsay Michelle Yosay
Brandi Young-Sharp

Dustin Williard
Bethany Willis
Brittany M Wilson
Gregory Wilson

David Zelenka
Kate Zemek
Gee-Ook Zeong
Rui-Tao Zhang

Ruby Zheng
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Jason Matthew Zoeller
Myra Zuvich
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Name an organization at Ohio State, and Victoria Bouttavong is probably
involved in it. Although just a sophomore, Bouttavong has already made her
place at the University. She is involved with organizations such as the Ohio
Union Activities Board, BuckeyeThon, and Sportsmanship Council. In addition, she works at the information desk at the Ohio Union at the Ohio Stadium. She explains, "My participation in these large organizations has helped
me to gain knowledge about the in's and out's of OSU, create social networks, as well as develop lasting friendships." She is also involved in Buckeye
Leadership Society, Stadium Scholarship Program Social Board Chair, Office
of Minority Affairs Mentor, and Block 0. "My selection in my groups tells a
little about who I am. I possess the characteristics of school spirit and good
sportsmanship (Sportsmanship Council); I enjoy helping others and make a
difference (BuckeyeThon and Information Center), and I love this university
and to have fun and want to make students' experience at OSU a memorable
one (OUAB)."
Through these activities, Bouttavong has participated in a number of
activities, her favorite of which was dinner with Cal Ripken Jr. provided
by the OUAB. "As a sophomore, my involvement has already left me with
a lifetime of memories," she explains. "By getting involved, you are creating
your college experience. Do you want to reflect on your college days and all
you remember is playing video games? Or do you want to have to take out a
pen and paper and write down all the memorable things you did that made
college such a great experience?"
Despite her heavy involvement, she continues to focus on academics as
well. Bouttavong is a Public Affairs Journalism major with a minor in Spanish. One of her favorite classes she has taken so far is Theatre 405, Buckeye
TV. She states, "it gives me the hands-on experience with what I want to do
with my career in the future, and that is become a news reporter/anchor for a
major broadcasting network."
All of her exciting experiences has created a great deal of pride in the
sophomore. She states: "I am proud to be a student at Ohio State because
of its reputation of strong academics, powerful athletics, diversity and school
spirit. Others envy Ohio State because of its size, diversity, and opportunities, and that is why I love it. We are able to do things that other universities
can't, like bring Jon Stewart or be home to the two-time Heisman winner,
and that's something to be proud ofl."
Story by Victoria Steinbach
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When Laura Corry wakes up in the morning, she is never quite sure
what the new day will bring. This senior keeps busy with many different
activities; she is a former president of Ohio Staters, Inc., a member of
the SPHINX senior class honorary, and is part of the Ohio Union Art
Board. "My days are spent running around campus, attending meetings,
going to class, looking at art for the Ohio Union Art Board, or hearing
requests for Student Activity Fee funding," she
explains. "Although I may not know what details "Each day that I am at Ohio
my day will hold when I wake up, I know that it State University
know that
will be filled with energy and excitement, with a this is where I belong."
little bit of tradition and lots of innovation."
Corry also works behind the scenes at the University. In addition
to her involvement with the Student Activity Fee, she also worked to
continue the smooth transition of the Union into the "Shuenion" as an
intern. Her participation at the school brings her immense pride, and
she realizes the important role she plays at Ohio State. Corry explains,
"I would like to think that what I do during my days makes the days of
others that much better, their experiences that much brighter, and their
friendships more firm in 0-HI-0."
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Story by Victoria Steinbach
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Brandon Halliburton
has been a Buckeye
since the day
he was born.
"When I was growing up in Columbus I always remembered my
grandfather watching OSU games, whether it was football or basketball," he reminisces. "My grandfather and dad would always have
these big discussions about OSU this and OSU that. During those
times you never wanted to mess with them, especially during a game.
Being able to watch the games with grandfather or even listen to the
games on the radio were probably some of the best times of my life."
Halliburton feels that his OSU pride developed from his father and
grandfather. "He was a true Buckeye. He had all kinds of OSU gear,
things like hats, shirts, shorts and even boxers shorts...I still wear
those boxer shorts," he jokes.
Like his grandfater, Halliburton is a Buckeye at heart. As a 5th
year senior working towards a degree in Communication Technology, he supports his school in everyday ways. "I feel active just by
attending an OSU football game, walking around campus, or even
watching an event on TV," he says. "I feel that just by attending this
university I am part of what makes it great."
Although watching the OSU vs. Michigan games is one of his
favorite things about Ohio State, his favorite OSU element is the
Oval. Halliburton states: "This place amazes me because everyone
can voice their opinion in one way or another. Whether it may be
organized things such a rallies or even spontaneous discusses about
politics. People can make flyers on the ground with chalk. A man
can stop right in the middle of the oval and start preaching the Bible
and next time someone will start talking about the Quran. It's a stage
were people's voices can be heard. It's amazing."
When not attending classes, Halliburton works at COSI, an interactive children's science museum located in downtown Columbus.
He also had an internship with the Walt Disney World Internship
Program in 2004. No matter where he is, though, Halliburton continues to remember his life as an Ohio State student. "I am a buckeye
at heart and have always been one," he stresses. "I am proud to be
a student at Ohio State. Being a "buckeye" is not just a name; it's a
way of life."
Story by Victoria Steinbach
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Kim Lee calls herself an average Ohio State student; she attends classes,
has switched majors. What makes her unique, however, is what she does
with her free time. She explains, "I think what sets me apart from others
is my involvement in cultural organizations here on campus." There are
many organizations on campus that promote diversity, including Kappa
Phi Lambda Sorority, one of Lee's favorite groups. "I love Kappa Phi
Lambda because it helps me bond with other Asian cultures while also
teaching others about mine," she says. "The sisters and I are so closeknit that I think the bond our sorority possesses makes our organization unique." Lee also participates in other groups, including the Asian
American Association, Chinese American Association, and Hope for
North Korea.
"There are so many Asian-interest organizations on campus and I am
only a member of a few," she explains. "But I think others are so unaware
about the impact that the Asian community makes on a campus like
Ohio State's. These groups all work to keep the Asian community on
campus united and also to participate in OSU's diverse community and
their activities. I love OSU, and I love being Asian at OSU."
Story by Victoria Steinbach

"Beep!" It is 6 a.m. Contrary to what you are thinking, this is not
the start of a college student's nightmare; it is the time for Professor
Jusdanis to wake up and begin his day in the Greek and Latin Department. He sends his children off to school and makes it to OSU
around 7:15. In the morning, he takes care of his e-mails, usually
consisting of students asking about thesis statements or wanting to
schedule appointments. Before class, he reviews his notes to refresh
his memory, because he intentionally teaches his classes without referring to notes. After class, he likes to stop at the gym and the rest
of his afternoon varies, consisting of grading papers, seeing students,
working on research, attending meetings or listening in on a lecture
from a visiting professor.
Born in Northern Greece, Professor Jusdanis immigrated with
his family at the age of ten to Canada to receive his education. He
attended the University of Bonn in Germany, traveled to England
to receive his Ph.D and later moved on to earn his post doctorate at
the University of Indiana.
"I love to teach overall," Professor Jusdanis says, but his favorite
part of his job is "seeing students get animated and excited about
what I say, participating in class discussions, and hearing from them
years later that his class meant something to them." During spring
break, he traveled with his honors class to Greece to further enhance
their studies of Greek Culture.
Outside of class, he is kept busy with his three children, ages 8,
14, and 17 but still finds time to read novels and take walks. Jusdanis also enjoys to do research and has written four books: one on the
Greek poet Cavafy, one on the formation of Greek literature, one
on nationalism which he uses in his own class, and one on the importance of art. "Since I have three children of various ages and am
involved in their lives and since I also like to cook and do gardening,
I have learned to put all my efforts into my university life while I am
at work. I do nothing else and work very intensely. While I am at
home, I have little time for research or administrative work, unless
I have to grade papers and exams. I have to then put home life on
hold, so to speak," stated Jusdanis.
Looking to the future, Jusdanis wants to continue with his research projects and hopes to finish his next book on the importance
of friendship, by referring to different literary representations of
friendship. Additionally, he wishes to devise a new class to teach
in the next few years. With a life this busy, waking up at 6:00 a.m.
doesn't seem early enough.
Story by Christina Wetzel
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Every quarter, hundreds of students enter Introduction to Theatre, better known as
Theatre 100. Most students find that when they enter lecture the first day, they are
confronted with a small lady named Dr. Joy Reilly.
Born in Dublin, Ireland, Dr. Reilly has lived in Austria, England, and Germany.
She originally wanted to be a painter. While working for the world renowned advertising company JWT, she fell in love with theatre and met her husband in Germany.
Then shortly thereafter they came to America in the 1970's.
Dr. Reilly picked Ohio State because it was close to home and family. She has
received three degrees from OSU including a B.F.A. and M.A. in Theatre. While
studying she fell in love with teaching. Once she remarried and had her first child, she
wrote her dissertation at four in the morning and worked for WOSU on the weekends
while taking care of her newborn child.
Today she is the Director of Introduction to Theatre and teaches classes in Acting,
Intro to Theatre, and Creating New Works. She also has multiple side projects such
as 'Howling at the Moon,' a group of eight sixty-years-old and plus women that "Perform their lives in personal essays, mostly humorous," Dr Reilly explained.
She is also the founder and director of 'The Writing Company,' a support group
of writers who create and develop their own work. The Company was established in
1999 and still meets to this day, mostly on the weekends in autumn and winter quarter. The unique part of the company is that, unlike a class, students can choose what
they want to work on. Poetry, plays, short stories; nothing is safe from these writers.
Another of Dr. Reilly's projects is her weekly segment on WOSU. Since 1979, she
has reviewed artistic happenings in the Columbus area and interviewed many diverse
people in the theatre world. When she is not teaching, she enjoys gardening and walking. When she retires she plans to revisit her interest in painting.
Story by Kyle Jepson
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S
S

L
G
H

4490 Edgewyn Avenue
Hilliard, Ohio 43026
614-334-3300
614-334-9004 (fax)
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call: 1.800.645.6594 8am to 9pna, ET

N
G

Salutes the Class of 2007!
W.W. Williams Company
835 W. Goodale Blvd.
Columbus, Ohio 43212
614-228-5000
Fax: 614-228-4490
www.wwwilliams.com
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Wherever you go.

o
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Whatever you do.

EARS OF SERVICE

You'll always be a Buckeye.
Keep up with the news
from Buckeye Nation.
Visit us any time.

t''I

SPORTS-RADIO

THE
ERN
1460 WIJNS

1460thefan.com

alive! ONN
www.columbusallve.com

OHIO NEWS NETWORK

Tv C OM

h
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THE

FLOORING CENTER_

From selecting the perfect floor to the hassle-free, professional installation,
you'll see why we say..."because your home deserves the very best!"

Congratulations and - Best Wishes to
die Ohio State University Graduates!
Worthington
6329 Busch Blvd
Columbus, Ohio 43229
(614) 846-4441

Powell
400 W. Olentangy Street
Powell, Ohio 43202
(614) 766-4446

Reynoldsburg
2765 Brice Road
Reynoldsburg, Ohio 43068
(614) 577-1111

Hilliard
2526 Hilliard-Rome Road
Hilliard, Ohio 43026
(614) 876-6400

Polaris
2035 Polaris Pkwy.
Columbus, Ohio 43240
(614) 848-9900

Blacklick
62 N. Reynoldsburg-New Albany Rd.
Blacklick, Ohio 43004
(614) 759-2400

dispatch.com

onnnews.com

Together, we can save a life.
ill

LEVI'

r

American
Red Cross

www.levis4floors.com

ova
'A:NATIONAL
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Test (Wiskig to Me ataduates oa die Olo Sate Tnivositgi
Snow Aviation International, Inc.

Please Give Blood. 1-800-GIVE-LIFE
270 actin

7201 Paul Tibbets St.
Columbus, Ohio 43217
614-492-7669
Fax: 614-492-7679
www.snowaviation.com
X
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People
Make
Progress
Possible
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#
1
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he great aim
of education is
not knowledge
but

action.

Herbert Spencer
1820-1903
•

EarthFirst®

Congratulations
Class of 2007
from your friends
at Coca-Cola

,s

rts e

www.ea

par aging m

•
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Plastic Suppliers, Inc.
2887 Johnstown Rd. Cols. OH 43219

Congratulations and Best Wishes!
From your Friends and Colleagues
at

Pa,A%ge
Partners Advantage provides recruitment support
for the job opportunities available at local cooperatives
and independent dealers who are affiliated with Land O'Lakes
Purina Feed, Agriliance & Croplan Genetics. We are seeking
candidates with strong sales andlor management backgrounds for
positions across the U.S.
For our job opportunities visit us on the web at:

Congratulations Class
of 2007 from the Ohio
Caterpillar® Heavy
Equipment Dealer.
Ohio
www.OhioCAT.com

272 cum
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CAT

www.partnersaclvantage.net
A

CC Tohnologies
A DNV Company

To apply send resumes and references to:
Mary Waschek, rnbwaschek(irlandolakes.corn;
Phone: 651-451-5304; Fax: 651-451-4561;
PO Box 64089 — MS 348,
St. Paul, MN 55164-0089
Partners Advantage is an Equal Opportunity
candidate referral group.

5777
Dub •
614.761.12

.cctechnologies.com

AGRILIANCE•

Land O'Lakes Purina Feed LLC

1

ti
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MANAGEMENT
Congratulations to
the Graduates!

Congratulations &
Best Wishes to the
Class of 2007!

Engineers • Architects • Scientists
Planners • Surveyors

www.dlzcorp.com
RLJ Management Co., Inc.
3700 Corporate Drive, Suite 140
Columbus, Ohio 43231
614.942.2008
Fax: 614.942.2028

6121 Huntley Road
Columbus, OH 43229
(614) 888-0040

■74t
\bOte„
BEST WISHES

4YUSA Corporation
Congratulations
& Best Wishes
to the Class of 2007!

rn
Mul HOMES®
mihomes.com
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YUSA CORPORATION
151 Jamison Rd. SW
Washington Court House, OH 43160
740-335-0335
Fax: 740-335-0330

Engineers, Surveyors, Planners, Scientists

Crown Chrysler Jeep

KOSTER
individual

Affordable Student
Health Care

Columbus, Ohio

7,41111.,

Evans, Mechwart, Hambleton & Tilton, Inc.

Solutions for

C

1

E M H&T

FROM

olumbus Steel
astings

APIIMM1111111111111111MISIMINIM
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YOUR FRIENDS AT

Congratulations to
The Ohio State University
Graduates!

Public Works Engineering • Site Development
Wastewater Collection • Water Distribution
Stormwater and Floodplain Management
Environmental Sciences • Traffic and Transportation
Land Planning and Landscape Architecture
Geospatial Solutions
Land Surveying • Inspection and Construction Management
Sewer Evaluation and Maintenance

(144,J,fiEJ, to

OzactuatE.51

KOSTER IS PROUD TO SUPPORT THE
Crown Chrysler Jeep

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
A legacy of experience. A reputation for excellence.

p. 614.775.4500 •1.888.775.emht • emht.com
QUINCY, MA 02171
800-457-5599
www kosterweb.com

Columbus • Cincinnati • Indianapolis • Charlotte

6350 Perimeter Loop Rd.
Dublin, OH 43017
614-761-2360
Fax: 614-791-8220
www.crownchryslerjeep.com
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Think
of us
as the ideal blend
of technology and

2.8 million

literature.

Ohioans
belong to a
credit union.

OCLC Online Computer Library Center serves as the Internet point-ofentry for thousands of libraries and millions of information seekers
around the world. Headquartered in Dublin, Ohio, OCLC employees
experience unparalleled professional opportunities for systems and

Fm one of them.

business professionals with expertise in IT, cataloging, digitization
and marketing. Visit www.ocic.jobs and discover why we have been
recognized as one of the "Best Employers in Ohio" for

Congratulations
OSU Class of 2001 &
welcome to our
newest associates.

2007.

Opportunities for talented professionals exist in the following areas:

• IT • Sales • Library Science • Finance • and more
loin us in developing innovative online services that utilize the latest
in information technology to meet the growing demands of an
increasingly information hungry world.

OC
LC

OCLC Online Computer Library Center, Inc.
6565 Kilgour Place, Dublin, Ohio 43017
www.octc.org

TH

ir

We are proud to be an equal opportunity employer.

of
Partnership
A partner to the Ohio healthcare
community for nearly 30 years.
Professional liability for physicians, hospitals
and healthcare facilities
Aggressive claims management
Evidenced-based risk management services

a

2 76 ati"

loans, checking, savings, mortgages,
and many more financial services.
And because credit unions exist to
serve their members, Americans
rate credit unions better at customer
service than all other financial
institutions. Credit unions really are
places where people are worth more
than money.
www.OhioCreditUnions.org

°DrandAs
m

DIVA O=SECRET

Chapter of Credit Unions

The future belongs to
those who can see it.
Maximize Your Education.

The Pizzuti Companies
proudly support
The Ohio State University.
Congratulations to the
Class of 2007. Go Bucks!

Minimize Your Cost.

$60 million in college education assistance,
including tuition and other qualifying expenses,
helping more than 39,000 UPS student
employees attend college and achieve their
goals of a higher education. Isn't it time you took
for college?
To learn more about Part-Time Package Handler
opportunities and the UPS Earn and Learn'

THEDOCTORSCOMPANY

Program, please visit:

curl K61D

•
A real estate services company providing value for every client we serve.
Two Miranova Place / Suite 800 / Columbus, Ohio/ 43215

The Watkins Printing Company

Since 1999, UPS has paid out more than

OHICINSURANCE
800.666.6442
www.ohic.com
www.thedoctors.com

a member-owner, I get great rates on

Pizzuti-ism #11

a closer look at how UPS can help you pay

A\

My credit union is a not-for-prolit
cooperative financial institution. As

I IZ
r Z
r

877 PIZZUTI www.piuud.com

www.upsjobs.com

II 1

The UPS

EARN AND
LEARN

Founded 1923

Program
Get as much as
$23,000* in

1401 East 17th Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43211

College Education
Assistance!

Phone: 614-297-8270 • Fax: 614-291-1961
Toll Free: 888-276-1307
For more information visit our website at:
www.watkinsprinting.com

UPS is an equal opportunity employer. M/F/D/V.
'Program guidelines apply.
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Because we're not just your
local White Castle.

Best Wishes to the Graduates
of The Ohio State University!

Where do YOU see
yourself after college?

Lic. No. EL 19982

JERRY CONVERSE
President

At Hyatt, we work to provide
you with the tools you need to
reach your goals, including
promotional advancements,
tailored benefit packages and
competitive salaries. Hyatt is
more than a stepping stone:
Hyatt is a path. Find yours
today. EOE

The miracles of scienceDuPont Liquid Packaging Systems/Liqui-Box Corporation
6950 Worthington-Galena Road, Worthington, Ohio 43085
Telephone (800) 260-4376 Fax (614) 888-0982
www.liquidpackaging.dupont.com

ALL
RENTAL CORP.

To Apply, Visit:
www.hyattregencycolumbus.com
high expectations I high rewards hyatt

11

RESOURCEINTERACTIVE

Voted the best place to work in Ohio by the
Ohio Chamber of Commerce, congratulates
The Ohio State University Class of 2007.

Design
Commercial
Industrial
Maintenance
Network Services

3783 Gantz Road
Grove City, Ohio 43123
Phone (614) 871-8700
FAX (614) 871-8726

Ltan's Castaoant
bacIffion od dine dining of LgIon .,c,,
your nriglibadlood iteglawranl.

T

FOR ALL YOUR CRANE AND
AERIAL PLATFORM NEEDS

TANSKY SAWMILL TOYOTA & SCION
6io ecette‘rzericii-td-

ACCURATE
ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION, INC.

61Pided/

In honor of your recent graduation,
Tansky Sawmill Toyota would like to extend to
you the opportunity to take advantage of our
College Graduate Program.
What you get:
• $400 Toward The Purchase of a New Toyota
or Scion to Qualifying Graduates.*
• No Money Down and No Monthly Payments
for 90 Days.
• Complimentary Roadside Service For 1 Year

EQUIPMENT RENTAL
SALES
CRANE
SERVICE
MOVING

COLUMBUS, OHIO 43224
614-261-1800 - PHONE
800-223-9943 - PHONE

350 N. High St. I Columbus, Ohio 43215 I phone: (614) 463-1234 I fax: (614) 280-3036

Cg31

Electrical Contractor

4222 clUestegige Toad
CoOunilw. nio 42221
Tlicur471-2g44

TARTAN FIELDS
GOLF CLUB

6901 Americana Parkway

614.863.1844

Reynoldsburg, OH 43068

fax 614.759.1437

8070 Tartan Fields Drive
Dublin, OH 43017
614-792-0900
www.tartanfields.com

www.aecohio.corn

t- 24111111111111111111111111r

Licensed • Bonded • Insured

II

Heapy Engineering LLc

www.heapy.com

Tartan Fields Golf Club
proudly offers a premier
private golf experience
with a complete
resort-style club.
Golf, Sport & Social
Memberships available!

Best Wishes to The Ohio State University Graduates!

Mechanical Electrical Commissioning Technology

Congratulations Graduates

*Sec Dealer for Details.

www.resource.com/careers

TANSKY SAWMILL TOYOTA

Cf=nlwww.TANSKY.com 1[ .

614-766-4800 - 6300 Sawmill Rd.

278 ads

Engineering Design:

Engineering Services:

Plumbing / Fire Protection
Electrical / Lighting
Technology
HVAC
Sustainable Design

On-Site Observation
Energy Analysis
Commissioning
Planning
LEED

For information on engineering career opportunities,
please contact our Human Resource office at 937-224-0861

JIMENEZ
HAID
CUSTOM

BUILDERS

941 Chatham Lane, Suite 100
Columbus, Ohio 43221
614-457-0200

ads279
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Credits

Diamond Innovations

Congratulations to the
Graduating Seniors!

"The foundation of every

GO BUCKS!
Diamond Innovations remains a global leader in
manufacturing diamond, cubic boron nitride and polycrystalline products for the automotive, aerospace,
electronics, and oil & gas industries.
Diamond Innovations is a global company
headquartered in Worthington, Ohio.

state is the education
of its youth."

Diamond Innovations is a great place to start your career.

Diogenes

Contact:
Stacy Ware • Corporate Recruiting
614-438-2212
Stacy.ware@diamondinnoyations.com

Builders & Developers • Supplying And Installing Siding, Windows And Doors
Supplying To Remodeling Companies • Exterior Remodeling

illfellnitz

The Standard of Excellence in

Test cittshes to the Ottaduates ot
Oho State cUilivetcsa91
Exterior Solutions, Inc.
9128 U.S. Route 62
Orient, OH 43136
Ph: 614-877-9323 Fax: 614-877-9324
www.exteriorsolutions.net

for Over 75 Years

1355 McKinley Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43222
Office: 614 276-2631
Fax: 614-276-7718
info@wellnitz.com
Hazelbaker Industries, Ltd.

Best Wishes to the Class of 2007!
4700 Alkire Rd.
Columbus, OH 43228
Ph. 614-870-2000
Fax 614-870-2012

CleanInnovations

KIRK WILLIAMS COMPANY

575 East Eleventh Avenue
Columbus, OH 43211
www.cleaninnovations-usa.corn

Howard J. Cohen

614.299.1187
614.299.2011 fax
hjc@cjs.net

Susan Cohen Ungar
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AMERICAN CORRUGATED

P.O. Box 189
2734 Home Road
Grove City, Ohio 43223
J. K. Williams
jk@kirkwilliamsco.com
www.kirkwilliamsco.com

Phone: (614) 875-9023
800-816-0705
Fax: (614) 875-9214

The 2007 Makio Yearbook at The Ohio State University, Volume 119, was printed by Taylor Publishing Company in
Dallas, Texas and produced with Adobe InDesign CS2. Joel Kuhlman was the Taylor Representative for the Makio
and Jainey Garrison was the Customer Service Advisor at Taylor. Book was submitted via disk. The cover was designed by Victoria Steinbach with assistance from Rachel Ewing. It is a 4-color Lithocote (tm) gloss cover. Front
photo was taken by Lindsay Rego, back photo was taken by Kyle Jepson. Endsheet was designed by Rachel Ewing.
Photos on the Endsheet were taken by staff photographers. Typography- Body Copy 10-point Times T. Bylines are
6-point Times T. Headlines are Times T, Luicida Calligraphy, News Gothic Std., Century Schoolbook, Myriad,
Luicida Bright. All pages were designed by Tori Steinbach and Rachel Ewing. Jamie Puckett and Christina Wretzel
contributed with spread design. All pages were created on Dell Computers with InDesign and Photoshop CS2.
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Kyle Jepson
2
Mei Chen
4
Courtney Clark, Kyle Jepson
6
Brittany Ransom
8
Courtney Clark
10
Qi Wang, Stephanie De Oliveira
12
Qi Wang, Courtney Clark, Mei
Chen
14
Mike Salwan, Kyle Jepson, Mei
Chen
16
Steve Muza
18
Stephanie De Oliveira, Lindsay
Rego
20
Qi Wang, Steve Muza, Stepha
nie De Oliveira
22
Brittany Ransom, Steve Burle
son
24
Qi Wang
26
Brittany Ransom, Lindsay
Rego
28
Kyle Anderson, Kyle Jepson
30
Lindsay Rego
32
Courtesy of Tom Midle
34
Stephanie De Oliveira, Kyle
Anderson
36
Steve Muza, Brittany Ransom,
Mike Salwan
38
Qi Wang
40
Lindsay Rego
42
Steve Muza
44
Kyle Jepson, Rachel Ewing
46
Tori Steinbach
48
Tori Steinbach, Mei Chen,
Steve Muza
50
Kyle Anderson
52
Kyle Anderson
54
Kyle Jepson, Courtesy of Theatre Department
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Lindsay Rego
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Kyle Anderson
60
Lindsay Rego
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Kyle Anderson
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Kyle Anderson
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Photography Staff
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Mei Chen
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Rachel Ewing
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Kyle Jepson
84
Mei Chen
86
Kyle Anderson, Stephanie De
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Steve Muza
90
Lindsay Rego
92
Steve Burleson, Lindsay Rego
94
Rachel Ewing
96
Stephanie De Oliveira, Rachel
Ewing
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Steve Burleson, Rachel Ewing
100
Kyle Anderson, Rachel Ewing,
Stephanie De Oliveira
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Kyle Jepson, Lindsay Rego
104 Mei Chen
106 Qi Wang, Mei Chen
108
Kyle Anderson
110
Steve Burleson
112 Qi Wang
114
Steve Muza
116 Troy Covey
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Steve Muza, Kyle Anderson,
Troy Covey, Kyle Jepson
120
Kyle Anderson, Lindsay Rego,
Steve Burleson
122 Troy Covey
124 Troy Covey
126
Kyle Jepson
128 Troy Covey
130
Mike Salwan
132 Qi Wang
134 Qi Wang
136 Mike Salwan, Qi Wang
138
Qi Wang, Mike Salwan, Lindsay Rego
140
Lindsay Rego, Mike Salwan, Qi
Wang
142
Kyle Anderson, Stephanie De
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Mei Chen, Qi Wang
144
Qi Wang
146
Kyle Anderson
148
Steve Muza, Qi Wang
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Steve Muza
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Qi Wang, Mike Salwan
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Qi Wang, Mike Salwan, Kyle
156
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Mike Salwan, Qi Wang
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Steve Muza, Mike Salwan
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164 Steve Muza
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166
Kyle Anderson
168
Courtesy Derek Rust
170
Brittany Ransom
172
174 Steve Muza
Rachel Ewing
176
Lindsay Rego
178
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Rachel Ewing
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Lindsay Rego
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Lindsay Rego
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Lindsay Rego
188- 209 Photography Staff
210 Photography Staff, Qi Wang
Portraits: DaVor Photography
212 Courtesy Univeristy Relations:
Ohio State University, Steve Muza
214 Qi Wang
216
Rachel Ewing
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Rachel Ewing
220 Qi Wang
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Stephanie De Oliveira, Qi
Wang, Steve Muza, Kyle Jepson
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Kyle Jepson
226 Courtney Clark, Mei Chen
228 Steve Muza, Rachel Ewing,
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230 Qi Wang, Kyle Jepson
232 Mei Chen
234 Mike Salwan, Stephanie De
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Courtney Clark, Qi Wang,
Lindsay Rego, Troy Covey
238
Stephanie De Oliveira
240
Mei Chen, Courtney Clark,
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242 Qi Wang
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Courtney Clark, Anjoli Rawal
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Qi Wang
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254
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Lindsay Rego
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Lindsay Rego, Rachel Ewing,
Kyle Jepson, Jim Rainey. Makio logo
by Lindsay Rego
284 Group Photo: Qi Wang
286 Qi Wang
Rachel Ewing
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290 Rachel Ewing, Mei Chen
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Courtney Clark, Lindsay Rego
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2007 Ohio State's Makio Yearbook Staff
Editor-in-Chief- Rachel Ewing
Production Editor- Victoria Steinbach
Managing Editor/Public Relations - Kyle Jepson
Marketing Director- Steven Burleson
Photography Editor- Lindsay Rego
Photography Editor- Kyle Anderson
Copy Editor- Rachael Zinni
Advisor- James Randall Hicks
Taylor Publishing Representative- Joel Kuhlman
Taylor Publishing Account Manager- Jainey Garrison

Production Staff- Jamie Puckett, Courtney
Banks, Christina Wretzel, Juliana Lippus,
Michelle Stover.
Photography Staff- Qi Wang, Mei Chen, Mike
Salwan, Steve Muza, Courtney Clark, Brittany
Ransom, Troy Covey, Stephanie De Oliveira.
Copy Staff- Dan Salomne, Christiana Wretzel, Courtney Banks, Laura Hanby, Elizabeth
Loker, Katey Knight, Dreama Cleaver.
Marketing Staff- Qi Wang, Courtney Banks,
Juliana Lippus.
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Tori Steinbach- Production Editor

from editors
To us, the Editors of the 2007 Makio, a college yearbook
is more than a book of photos and stories. A college yearbook isn't about finding a photo of every person you went to
school with. It is about the events, places, and memories that
have shaped each person who spent their time here.
We were each given the opportunity to have an input on a
grand tradition. We hope our work will ensure the success of
this yearbook, for generations to come.
Although the elements of Ohio State may change over the
years, the philosophy will stay the same.
"In Ohio is a great university. Many people look into the
student life of this university and see there only the constant
devotion of books and learning. But let some bright ray of
familiarity shine upon this student life, and the reflection
reveals unseen images beneath the surface. These are the
incidental things, humorous and serious, of this, our college
life. The mirror that helps show these is our Makio. "

-4110It
Kyle
rson and Lindsay Rego.
Photography Editors

1910 Makio Opening

son- Mana in Edito
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oh come
let's sing

Ohio's
praise

closing

287

And songs to Alma Mater

raise
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While our hearts rebounding
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With joy which death alone can

crosing291

Summer's heat or winter's cold
The seasons pass the years will roll

292

crosing

293

How firm thy friendship
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